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3. 7 million Americans have close encounters
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Reported UFO sighting

~ ~ lias Healdsburg abuzz
00
~ g
A reported UFO sighting was the talk of
~

One night this past April, a 33-year-old
Springfield woman was awakened from
her sleep by the presence of what she later

She told investigators she felt herself being "pulled" toward the window by a mysterious force. She glanced at her bedside clock;
it read I: 10 a.m.
Her next recollection was waking again,

O'Bservations
by Mike O'Brien

described as a disk -shaped object ringed
by red lights just outside her bedroom
window.

this time with a jolt, back in ha bed. The
time: 3:10a.m.
It was, she says. an other-worldly ex peri-

flllJI was JohnS. Carpenter, a licensed clinical social worker and psychiatric therapist
in Springfield.
Casual curiosity sparked Carpenter's initial interest in reports of unidentified flying
objects about four years ago. Because of his
professional training and skills, including
experience in conducting interviews with
the aid of hypnosis, Carpenter since has
become deeply involved in several investigations of reported UFO incidents. tie also
helped found a thriving Springfield chapter
of the Mutual UFO Net work, or MUFON, a
worldwide organization dedicated to sharing information and encouraging serious
research into UFO phenomena.
The Springfield MUFON chapter meets
the fourth Tuesday of each month -- except
this month. The reason for skipping the
September session is an event Carpenter
describes as .. the most significant gathering
of this type ever bere": The Midwest Conference on UFO Research, expected to draw
about 500 participants to University Plaza
the weekend of Sept. 18-20.
Truth to tell, convocations of UFO buffs
are nothing new hereabouts. An Ozarker by
the name of Buck Nelson used to host annual get-togethers he bill~ as "flying saucer conventions" 30 years ago. However,
Carpenter draws a clear distinction between
Nelson-type shindigs and this month's conference.
"Back in the 1960s, UFO meetings were
attended mostly by wild-eyed believers who
had no interest in proving anything scientifically," Carpenter explains. "They just wanted

ence. Literally.
She is not alone.
As many as one in 50 Americans--3 .7
million individuals--may have had
strange encounters with alien>. according to a recent survey. The experiences
reported include waking paralyzed with
a strange figure in the room; losing an
hour of more of time; a seusation of
flying through the air; or pun.ling body
scars.
Helping analyze data from almost
6,000 survey interviews conducted nationwide by the respected Roper polling

to get together to tell stories. Many, I'm
.afraid, were hoaxers or attention-seekers.
And those who were gullible believed anything and everything they heard."
Today, Carpenter says, the emphasis is on
science and facts . ··we don't have mere
story-telling anymore. We have presentations by researchers who have impressive
credentials and scientific backgrounds,
people who know how to conduct high-tech
investigations :md who aren't likely to be
fooled by hoaxes."
Carpenter says the ch ief aim of the conference is education.
"Wewanttobring
the public good
information-- not
tabloid stories,
but the best information from the
best sources, in formation that is
solid, reliable and
verifiable."
The lineup of
conference
speakers--the
'"Dream Team of
UFO Research ," crows Carpenter--will include:
--Budd HopkinsofNew York City, who
has researc hed UFO abduction reports for
almost two d ~ca des. Hopkins has written
two books, "Missing Time" and "'Intruders," the latter serving as the basis for a
CBS-TV miniseries this past spring.
--Stanton Friedman, a Canadian nuclear
physicist and oft-quoted authority on reports of crashed flying saucers and alleged
government cover-ups of such incidents.
-·Linda Moulton Howe, a television pro ducer whose 1980 docurncntary about mys-
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terious cattle mutilations, "A Strange Harvest," won an Emmy award. She contributed to the Fox Network's 1991 documentary "The UFO Report: Sightings."
--George Wingfield, a retired IBM employee who directs research into mysterious
"crop circle" patterns that have appeared in
fields in England in recent years.
--George Knapp ,an investigative TV journalist who produced startling documentaries about super-secret U.S . Air Force test
sites in the Nevada desert, including interviews with a former government scientist
who insists he
saw retrieved
alien spacecraft
test-flown.
--Bruce
MacCabee, a
research physicist specializing
in laser optics
for the U.S.
Navy, who will
present report~
on his high-tech
analysis t•f phc:r
tographs of apparent UFOs.
--Harry Jordan , whose work in engineering and architecture has led him to couclude
that surface features on Mars photographed
by satellites are .. architectural artifacts" created by intelligent beings.
--Forest Crawford, a research chemist
whose study of Indian cultures has uncovered correlations between ancient traditions
and modern-day ur:o reports.
Carpenter says Springfield was chosen as
the site for the conference because the
tvfUFON chapter here has an enthusiastic
and sizeable membership roster (typical

Truth to tell,
convocations of UFO
buffs are nothing new
hereabouts. An Ozarker
by the natne of Buck
Nelson used to host
annual get-togethers ...

CHRONICLE, The Dalles, OR - March 24, 1992

Healdsburg on Thursday evening, but there
..; apparently is little evidence to support the claim.
.....
A local radio station, KZST, reported the sighting,
which was called in to Healdsburg police by a Mill
~ Street man.
The man said he saw a bunch of lights outside his
N home at 5 p.m., and that his radio went dead shortly
a- thereafter, according to a Healdsburg police
~ dispatcher. The man declined to give his name
because he was embarrassed, and the alleged
..;r" incident was not investigated.
,
But the report was a topic of conversation for many
-..J Healdsburg residents Thursday night. One man
~ called the newspaper to say the reported sighting was
Cf.l the talk of the town, and another called police after
hearing two people discussing it in Safeway.

~
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monthly meeting attendance is between 80
and 100 persons); because several of the
speakers know Carpenter and are personally
as well as professionally interested in participating; and because reports of strange
sightings and animal mutilations have been
on the upswing in this area this year.
In addition to the April case of the Springfield woman seemingly abducted for two
hours from her bed, Carpenter and fellow
MUFON investigators are looking into recent reports from:
--A Springfield woman who said she saw
two robed creatures in a vacant field near her
home. The creatures had glowing amber
eyes and seemed to glide clfortlessly over
the ground. One appeared to be oper.1ting a
computer-like apparatus, the woman said.
--A wom:m and her two small children
whoweredrivingnearNorthview in Webster
County when, upon rounding a curve, they
saw two red balls of light hovering above the
road. The woman braked her car violently to
avoid hitting the lights, which then flew up
and over the car and disappeared.
--Two MUFON investigators and four
other witnesses who saw what appeared to
be an alien craft in rural Webster County.
The craft moved at a walking pace about five
feet off the ground, then disappeared slowly
··as if it were going through a door."
Persons interested in attending the Sept.
18-20 sessions may call882-6847 for registration information or may write to Midwest
Conference,4033 S. Belvedere Court, 65807.
The next regular meeting of the Springfield MUFON chapter will be at 7 p.m. on
Tuesday, Oct. 27, at the Markhan1 Inn (formerly Drury Inn) on North Glenstone Avenue at 1-44.
Mike 0' Brien is a longtime Springfield
journalist.

CR: H. Dobbs

Several UFO sightings reported in Dufur area
Three people
see mysterious
lights above
Highway 197
A woman driving down Highway 197 last night, reported being
pursued by a UFO.

Wasco County Sheriff's Department Deputies soon found themselves chasing a series of mysterious
lights in the Dufur(l'ygh Valley
area shortly after there~.
Tile Sheriff's office received

three reportS of UFO sightings in
the area, but the source of the lights
remains a mystery.
The initial report came from a
Milton-Freewater woman just
before 9 p.m., who reported something flying above Highway 197.
She said it had red and green lights
and ·wu following cars and shooting or dropping something. The
caller said this was not the first
time she had seen a similar thing in
that area
After that report, a deputy drove
from The Dalles to Dufur, but saw
DO ~ ~ or anything else
unusual.
Shortly after the initial call, a

man reported that three triangular
shaped objects in the sky followed
him from Tygh Valley to The Dalles. This time, the Sheriff's Department checked with the U.S. Air
R>rce in Seattle, who said they
detected nothing on radar screens.
One deputy in The Dalles said he ·
saw some lights in the sky and said
they changed color, while the other
deputy, in south county, was unable
to see anything out of the oo1inary.
A third call came to the dispatch
centec at 10:04 p.m.
Under Sheriff Gary Crow said
the sightings reported Monday
night were not the ftrst in that area
He said there bad been a UFO
report from the Miller Ranch about

three mmths ago, but that report

came from a juvenile who la&er admiued he made it up.
Crow said there is no reason to
believe the reports were a hoax,
and the people making the calls
probably did see some lights. But
he offezed no explanatim of what
they might ha"Ye seen. The sheriff's
offiCe had asked that the names of
the persons who made the UFO
reports be kept confidential
Crow said that even the people
on duty at the emergency dispeleh
center went outside to scan the. sky
after the third report. One of lhem
saw some colored lights in the sky,
the other one, standing nearby,
didn't see anything unusual.
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Disco Fever
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new. For almost 100 years. they ' ve
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news stories. The reports hove been
cross-referenced where possible with
The New York Times.
The Cleveland Leade r
April 25, 1897. Poge 3:
M UST BE SOMETHI NG I N IT

~~~~~~~,~~o~0:~~h~~ii1~n~~~~':,_

tica l Ones ct angi ng T heir M inds.

both' re~~~~~~~g'f:~.s c9g?J1f~aa~~·
appear ance of a ciga r, with fan~~ft~~~fle~?;~{~J. on the sides, and
April 29, 1897. Page 10:
IT SA ILED OVER
The Aeria l Wanderer VIewed by
M any Clevelanders •

•

Cleveland Plain Dealer
July 4, 1947. Front page :
'FLY ING SA UCERS' MYSTE RY
PROBED
A- A.F . Spokesm an Insists Facts Are
Too Meager
A preliminary inquiry into rePOrts
that strange "flvln~ discs" have been

~~i~~~~e~~ b~9~e~ 1~1~t~~ n~~~ ~6rr

produced enaush fact to warrant further investigatiOn,'' an army air
forces SPOkesman said today.
July 8, 1947. Front page :
F RI SKY D I SK S ARE STILL AW H IS K IN G
D isks Over Nela ? Hundreds Say So
New York Times
July 8, 1947. Front page:
' Di sks' Soar Over New Yor k, Now
Seen A loft In A ll Color s

•

Cleveland Plain Dealer
Apri I 18, 1966. F rant page:
Ohio Deputies Chase, Lose Brilliant
UFO

Daie0g,~guer ~~YJlre ~~~u~rs ~~e,.r;~~r,

Deputy Sheriff W.L Neff, played tag
with the mvsterlous object from 5
a.m . near Ravenna to 6: 30a .m . on
the outskirts of Pittsburgh .

•

New York Times
October 16, 1973. Page 33 :
Ohio U.F.O.'s Stir Skeptic ism
Astronomy experts and Air Force

~f6Lc~~sr~~~drtT~r ;'~~~eng~g~~n,~g~)

that was said to have hovered over
several areas and to have landed,
broken fences and ki lied a cow.
Cleveland Plain Dealer
October 21. 1973. Page 31 :

;yr~~rna':f~~~~~~risses collision
A crew of four aboard an Army

~g~f~~~~s~~ ~0 ~fd~rc~~m~?6'~ ~?th
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Space
Case
The Night
The Coast Guard
Got Buzzed
By Christopher Evans

They keep it in the "Classics File" at the Coast Guard's 9th District Headquarters
downtown: a single-page incident report issued by the Fairport Harbor station on
the night of March 4, 1988. The subject: Unidentified Hying Objects.
New York Times •
October 10, 1989. Front page:
"None of those guys are around anymore and I wasn't there," says Chief QuarA Tass Bu lletin: Knobby Aliens
Were
Here
termaster Leo Deon of the Search and Rescue Data Section. "They saw something,
The official press agency Tass
but who knows what."
f~1is t~'ftfriPJ,:1t~g~t'J~~6b~ ~6~~landed in the Russian city of Voronezh.
·
Sgt. Greg Reid was the executive officer at the Fairport station before he retired
"Scientists have confi rmed that an
and joined the Lake County Sheriffs Department.
~an~~~ti~i~d~~~knPn ~~~ecMis1~~t~~tv
of Voronezh,'' Toss said in a straight"I believe my guys," he says. "They were definitely sure of what they saw."
~~~~t?:cffh~erg~~-~~~T~i~~ ~~~1gJ~~
traces of aliens who made a short
Sheila Baker sits in her kitchen, sunlight streaming through the windows, a black,
promenade around the park."
New York Times •
prune-faced Shar-Pei snoring on the floor.
March 7. 1991. Page 20 :
Mysterious
F ireba ll Across Skies
"I'm a typical Jewish mother with three kids," she says. "I go to temple. I believe
Leaves A Trail of Questions
It zoomed across the
sky
in God."
ggW
li~~~~~~a~flgtrr~~H~eci~t~fifte·
seemed to be hovering over New
She fingers her ponytail. Then leans forward.
York Citv .
•
"I know," she says. "I saw it."
Cleveland Plain Dealer
1

ni~ht

November 14, 1991. Page 28 :
Green fireball In sky puzzles night
driver

F riday, March 4, 1988, started cold and got colder. There were light snow flurries
throughout the day, but by the time the su'l set at 6:21 the clouds had broken

up and
the night sky was
clear and star-studded.
Sheila Baker and her husband, Henry,
drove north along Ohio 91 into Eastlake and then
turned east on Lake Shore Boulevard. They had taken the kids to
Chuck E. Cheese for dinner and were almost home. As they neared the lake,
they saw the blink of red warning lights on the two smokestacks that towered over
the CEI plant.
Sheila liked the lights, the way they rose 500, 600 feet straight up those cement
chimneys like the fins on a rocket ship. But tonight they looked different. The kids
noticed it, too. At first Sheila thought some of the lights had burned out. But as the::
d:ove C:J )er she could make out a shape. Something in the air. Out over the lake.
\1f)ti0nless .
··1 here's something out there," she said to Henry.
"See. over by the stacks."
Henry couldn't see anything. "You're pregnant,"
he said. "You're probably hallucinating."
Sheila was thinking it could be the Goodyear
blimp. It kind of looked like a football. But what
would the Goodyear blimp be doing out on a night
like this?
"Go down to the beach," she told Henry. "I
wanna take a look."
Instead of arguing. Henry passed their house on
Hiawatha and drove down the hill to the beach. He
parked at the base of a wide ridge that climbed some
30 feet in front of them, dirt and chunks of concrete
that acted as a breakwall.
A well-worn path led around 1t to a small, sand 1
ber1c .. that curled into a corner at the feet of the two
smok.estacks.
Sheila got out of the car.

an object described as "unlike anything produced on earth."
Capt. Lawrence J. Coyne, 36. a
veteran of 19 years of military flying
said, "We never saw anything like it
before. II was unreal ... a cigarshaped craft with a glowing steady
red li~ht on its leadin? edge. A hull
rrg~t0er:,~fi:J~~o~t~e i:~~dof t!feeen
craft filled our cabin with a green
glow. It was eerie."

The moon was bright and full, and the ice on the
lake looked eerie. Sheila could hear it crackir.g.
loud. Like claps of thunder. In between the claps,
nothing. A dead calm. Not even a dog barking. Everybody around here had a dog and one of them was
always barking.
.
"That's weird," Sheila thought, reachmg the
beach, the night sky bursting ab~ve her, limitless,
going up and up and up, and .there 1t was. T~e Goodyear blimp times I 0. But w1thout the cabm . underneath it. This thing was slick. A football the size of a
football field . Gunmetal gray. Blinding white light
poured out of both ends, but the thing itself ~a de no
noise, the ice beneath it grinding and explodmg like
a string of M-80s.
.
Sheila figured it was about a quarter-mile above
her. just off shore. It rocked back and fort h like "
teeter-totter. She knew what it was. She read the
Weekly World News. She saw "Close Encounters of

the Th ird Kind." But she didn't believe it. It
couldn't be real , and yet there it was, moving now,
one end swinging ponderously toward shore. dipping
down, closer and closer toward her.
Sheila started running and she ran right into
Henry, who swore and started running, too. They
beat it back to the car like a couple of hicks in a
Martian movie. Henry hit the gas. Sheila locked the
doors and told the kids to get down.
"You don't think they're going to come and get
us?" Sheila asked.
Henry was oblivious. "Wow," he said. "This is
great. I'm gonna get the binoculars."
Three minutes later, Sheila had hustled the kids
out of the car and into the back bedroom. She
opened the closet door.
"Get in there," she said and shut the door before
they could argue. She pulled down all the window
blinds, turned off the lights and locked the bedroom
door. Then she walked into the living room .
Henry was standing by the window that faced the
lake. The object had moved out over the ice. It
seemed to be descending. Red and blue lights were
now flashing sequentially along its lower edge. Sheila
picked up the phone and called the Eastlake police.
" I want to report a UFO," she told the cop who
answered.
He seemed insulted.
"There's something out there." she said. ''I' m
watching it now."
He told her to call lost Nation Airport in Willoughby. Probably an advertising plane, a helicopter.
Sheila called the airport. The guy in the tower told
her they had nothing taking off or landing. She asked
if there were any weird blips on his radar screen. He
;aid nu. He figured maybe it was the planrts . Ve nu~
ar:d .Jup1t.:f. She should call NASA.

(continued on page 3)
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While the
Coast Guard
was observing the ice
' 'cracking
and moving
abnormal
amounts as the
obiect came
closer," Tim
Keck was
several miles
inland, staring at
the stars through
a telescope. He
managed to photografh a partial
image o one of the
glowing triangles
that had flown out
of the obiect. The
triangle was so
large and moving
so fast, that he
captured only half
of it. Dr. Bruce Maccabee, an optical
physicist for the
U.S. Navy, analyzed the photo¥raph and determined it was not a
hoax. What it
was, he couldn 't
say .
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(continued from page 2 - PLAIN DEALER, Cleveland, OH - July 12, 1992)
All the time Sheila was watching it. It was about
five miles out now, still descending, red and blue
lights flashing as if it was going to crash. She called
the cops back. They told her unusual activity over
the lake was the responsibility of the Coast Guard.
Sheila called Fairport Harbor. They suggested
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
" Everybody thinks I'm nuts," she told Henry.
Suddenly a series of bright triangular yellow lights
shot out of the center of the object. These triangles,
there were five or six of them, it was hard to count
they moved so quickly, looked about the size of a
single-seat Cessna. They hovered point-up ~rou~d
the object. Then darted north, then east, headmg mland toward the Perry nuclear power plant. Sheila
had never seen anything move that fast. Zero to
warp-speed in less than a nanosecond. Without making a sound. She called the Coast Guard again. This
time they said they were sending a crew by the
house. Sheila let her kids out of the closet, but made
them stay in the bedroom with the door locked.
Mobile Unit 2 was a 1984 blue Chevy Suburban
and the two guys in it were gung-ho. Seaman James
Powers and Petty Officer John Knaub said they
could see the lights from Fairport Harbor. They figured they were flares. Fishermen trapped out on the
ice, that kind of thing. They were towing a 22-foot
Boston Whaler just in case.
Sheila and Henry pointed to the object they now
thought of as the mother ship. A couple of the triangles were zipping around it. Powers and Knaub
didn't say a word. Instead of driving onto the beach,
they four-wheeled the Chevy up th~ ridge. The. ice
was going nuts, rippling and rumbling and roanng.
Sheila
andcould
Henryhear
got Knaub
out. Theandwindows
down
Powerswere
talking
to
and they
the base.
"Be advised the object appears to be landing on
the lake," they said. "Be advised there are other objects moving in around it. Be advised these smaller
objects are going at high rates of speed. There are nc
engine noises and they are very, very low. Be adv1sed
these are not planets."
Rick Hilberg is very nuts and bolts as befits a parts-and-service manager. Mary Ann
Hawk is a gray-haired grandmother, and
Lawrence Blazey lives in a steel house.
Collectively, they have spent 120 years
investigating the Extraterrestial Hypothesis,
and their conclusions are as individual as
the groups to which they belong.
"What you do is just open your mind
and go from there," explains Hawk. She is
co-<lirector of the 38-year-old Cleveland
Ufology Project, the oldest continuously
meeting group on the planet Earth. Hawk
always qualifies it like that because, who
knows?
"This is my UFO room," Hawk says
walking past a cluttered desk into a jam of
bookcases, their shelves stacked with mag-

All of a sudden one of the triangles zoomed toward the Chevy, low, just above the ice, a blur of
light blistering straight at them. Knaub quickly
rolled the van back down the ridge. The triangle
veered east, then went straight up and came down
beside the mother ship. Sheila told Knaub to turn his
lights off.
"Why attract attention?" she asked.
Fifteen miles to the southeast, not too far from the
Perry plant, Cindy Hale stepped outside to walk her
dog. She noticed a triangular light hovering above
her. The dog began to whine and cower. Cindy took
it back inside. But she came out again. The triangle
flashed a sequence of multicolored lights and Cindy
responded by flicking her Bic. This went on for
about 30 minutes, then the triangle accelerated and
was gone. It didn't make a sound.
Tim Keck was observing the stars through his tetescope when a bright triangular object caught his eye.
Luckily, Tim had his camera with him. It wasn't a
great camera. In fact, it was a little plastic number he
had gotten free from Burger King. But it worked,
and he took a picture of the triangle before it disappeared silently over the horizon.
Back at the lake, the mother ship was almost on
the ice. For an hour, Henry had stood on the ridge
and listened as Powers and Knaub communicated
with their base. They said things like, "You should
be advised that the object is now shining lights all
over the lake and it's turning different colors."
The ice thundered. Powers and Knaub had to yell
to be heard. Henry thought the big ship was in trouble. So did Sheila. She had gone back to the house.
The kids were still locked in the bedroom and she
watched from the window. Suddenly the triangles
were back. They shot one by one into the side of the
mother ship as it seemed to set down on the howling
ice.
It flashed a sequence of red , blue and yellow lights.
Sheila thought they looked beautiful. Then the white
light that poured from the front of the object turneci
red and the triangles reappeared. hovering over it.

The ice boomed, louder and louder, and then suddenly it stopped. The lights disappeared. So did the
triangles. Now there was nothing. Darkness and silence.
Powers and Knaub drove off white-faced. Sheila
and Henry stood watch through the night. In the
morning all that remained were scattered chunks of
broken ice. But that evening, the triangles returned.
Sheila called the Coast Guard. This time they sent
three people. But they arrived too late and the triangles were gone. To reassure the Bakers, they called
Lost Nation Airport and talked to Elizabeth Mete in
the control tower who told them the two bright lights
in the sky were Venus and Jupiter, and the flashing
lights were gases in the atmosphere.
That was Saturday. On Monday, The Plain Dealer
ran a short item headlined "Cozying of Jupiter, Venus light up sky." The Lake County News-Herald
ran a similar version with the caption "Sky-gazers
mistake planets for UFOs."
Sheila called Fairport Harbor. Powers and Knaub
weren't there. She left a message. They didn't call
back. She called again and again and again. Nothing.
Four years later, she's still confused.
"The government flat-out denies it happened and
I was standing there with two government employees
watching it and they saw it and then they disappear."
Chief Leo Deon said the Coast Guard had no officia! policy in regard to UFOs, and since there were
no more sightings that was the end of it. All personnel assigned to Fairport Harbor in 1988 have been
rotated out. Deon said he couldn't locate Powers,
who had left the service, or Knaub through personnel records, because those records had been archived
in Washington.
"It was big around the station for a while," says
retired executive officer Greg Reid. "Then it just
fizzled out."
Sheila Baker frowns and points a finger.
"You start to worry," she says.

Christopher Evans is a Sunday sta.ff"writer.

UFO RIA

thick oversized book entitled "Matrix II:
The Abduction and Manipulation of Humans Using Advanced Technology."
"When you got material like this," she
azines and newsletters.
says, "why look for a light in the sky?"
"I subscribe to the UFO News Clipping
Page after page of precisely drawn miliService, which has stuff from all over the
tary maps show underground alien reworld. I got these magazines from Brazil
search laboratories, sea bases and secret
and those.are published in Canada. These I
cave entrances. There are detailed diget from England, those come from Denagrams headlined "Mind Machine Used
mark and there are some from California."
By Sirians to Create Artificial Realities in
Hawk has never seen a UFO, but she is
the Mind of the Human Abductee," and
beyond that anyway. She flips through a
official documents entitled "Composite of
Autopsy Findings of Some Alien Species."
l209=file Number
"They're not like us," Hawk says, pointing to an illustration of a species identified
COG:
INFO
as the Long-Nosed Greys. "They don't
OPC
have a digestive or reproductive system.
DCS DGP DPA B M 0 OLE OSR
One type has two hearts. Another takes
FP D9AW
food in by the mouth and it comes out the
D9 AW DE FP
skin."
ISN-FP021
To get this information to the proper auP 051405Z MAR 88
thorities, the Ufology Project works with
FM COGARD STA FAIRPORT OH//CO//
the Intercontinental U.F.O. Galactic
TO AW/COMCOGARDGRU DETROIT MI//OPS//
Spacecraft Research and Analytic Network
INFO 09/CCGDNINE CLEVELAND OH//OSR//
based in Jackson Heights, N.Y.
BT
"We've sent things to the president, to
UNCLAS //N16144//
Gen. Colin Powell, to Congress, to th(>
SUBJ: INCIDENT REPORT: UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
U.N., to Russia, Japan, even the Data,
1. UNIDENTFIABLE FLYING OBJECTS 1/4 MILE EAST OF CEI POWER
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But the response has been disappointing.
RPTNG A lARGE OBJECT HOVERING
"The Dalai Lama thanked us," Hawk
OVER THE LAKE AND APPARENTLY ON A SLOW DECENT. THE OBJECT HAD A WHITE
' LIGHT AND WAS APPROX. 1/4 MILE UP AND SHE WAS UNABLE TO DETERMINE HOW
says.
FAR OUT IT WAS. THIS UNIT SENT 2 CREWMEMBERS TO INVESTIGATE. BEFORE
Asked her opinion of the 1988 Eastlake
THEY ARRIVED 0/S 1 WE RCVD 2 MORE CALLS RPTNG THAT THE OBJECT HAD
sighting, Hawk dismisses it.
APPARENTLY DISPERSED 3-5 SMALLER FLYING OBJECTS THAT WERE ZIPPING
"It wasn't a UFO," she says. "It was one
AROUND RATHER QUICKLY. THESE OBJECTS HAD RED 1 GREEN 1 WHITE AND YELLOW
of ours. Why else would the Coast Guard
LIGHTS ON THEM THAT STROBED INTERMITTENTLY. THEY ALSO HAD THE ABILITY
be
called off? The government wouldn't
TO STOP AND HOVER IN MID FLIGHT. WHEN MOBILE 02 GOT 0/S 1 THEY RPTD
waste its time investigating one of its own
THE SAME ACTIVITY. THEY WATCHED THE OBJECTS FOR APPROX. 1 HOUR BEFORE
planes."
RPI'NG THAT THE lARGE OBJECT WAS AlMOST ON THE ICE. THEY RPTD THAT THE
Hawk pauses.
ICE WAS CRACKING AND MOVING ABNORMAL AMOUNTS AS THE OBJECT CAME CLOSER
"Have you heard about the implants?"
TO IT. THE ICE WAS RUMBLING AND THE OBJECT LIT MULTI -COLOR LIGHTS AT
EACH END AS IT APPARENTLY LANDED. THE LIGHTS ON IT WENT OUT
she asks.
MOMENTARILY AND THEN CAME ON AGAIN. THEY WENT OUT AGAIN AND THE
Lawrence Blazey has. In fact, his latest
RUMBLING STOPPED AND THE ICE STOPPED MOVING. THE SMALLER OBJECTS
issue of the Cosmic newsletter "ReveBEGAN HOVERING IN THE AREA WHERE THE lARGE OBJECT LANDED AND AFTER A
lations of Awareness" features a story
FEW MINUTES THEY BEGAN FLYING AROUND AGAIN. MOBILE 02 RPTD THAT THEY
headlined "'Good News for Those with
APPEARED TO BE SCOUTING THE AREA. MOBILE 02 RPTD THAT 1 OBJECT WAS
Alien Implants."
MOVING TOWARD THEM AT A HIGH SPEED AND LOW TO THE ICE. MOBILE 02
''I'm an .Aries," Blazey explains, sitting
BACKED OOWN THE HILL THEY HAD BEEN ON AND WHEN THEY WENT BACK TO THE
in the single-story steel house he designed
HILL, THE OBJECT WAS GONE. THEY RPTD THAT THE OBJECTS COULD NOT BE
back in 1<142. "Aries always pick up on
SEEN IF THEY 'I'UR.~D OFF THERE LIGHTS. ONE OF THE SMALL OBJECTS TURNED
things that are unusual."
ON A SPOTLIGHT WHERE THE lARGE OBJECT HAD BEEN BUT MOBILE 02 COULD
He tumttd 90 in April, a true believer
NOT SEE ANYTHING, AND THEN THE OBJECT SEEMED TO DISAPPEAR. ANOTHER
who, for almost half a century, has been
OBJECT APPROACHED MOBILE 02 APPROX. 500 YDS. OFFSHORE ABOUT 20 FT.
ABOVE THE ICE, AND IT BEGAN MOVING CLOSER AS MOBILE 02 BEGAN
working the outer limits. Trained as an arFLASHING ITS HEADLIGHTS 1 THEN IT MOVED OFF TO THE WEST.
chitectural and industrial designer, he was
3. THE CREWMEMBERS WERE UNABLE TO IDENTIFY ANY OF THE OBJECTS USING
one of the founders of the Cleveland UFO
BINOCULARS AND AFTER CONTACTING LOCAL POLICE AND AIRPORTS 1 THIS UNIT
Society in 1'956.
WAS UNABLE TO IDENTIFY THE OBJECTS, AND RECALLED MOBILE 02.
"I've r~rched the Bible considerably
BT
and know <Juite a bit about it," Blazey says.
TOR-03:05:14:44
"Of course, .all of the incidents or contacts
from the Bible that are by gods and whatnot are aU ·extraterrestrials, higher beings
COGARD STA FAIRPORT OH//CO//
P 051405Z MAR 88
/ LB from the other side."

By Christopher Evans

Current
Alien Activity
Out there
NASA will celebrate the SOOth on·
nlversorv of Christopher Columbus'
discovery of the New World with a

f~g0a7i'~~ '~Pvftf~'ifcin~i~e~ufJrc~~6~~t·
NASA has conducted more than 50

~~~roc~~c~gb:fm,o~fl~'osJ~~~ 17:0 '

mast comprehensive and svstemotlc
" Search ~or E~t raterrestrlal lntelli·
ge~f6~ t~a~~~ ·, perhaps nat far off,"
states the SETr brochu re, " when the
first extraterrestrial signal is heard,
humankind, until now isolated on the
far fringes of a huge galaxy, will sud·
denly become aware of a universal
cammunitv ."
WaA ~~U~t~~ereleased Roper opin ion
poll lndtcotes that one out af everv 50
adult Americans- the equivalent of
3.7 million Pj!OPie- mav have had a
UFO abductton experience.
Allen obduction, or " Experienced

fo~~~fl,'g~~Jf~s~"ci~~~~~ ~~c~~~ne!

tlan than the Massachusetts I nst ltute
of Technolog~ hasted a major invi tal~~~~r:!~t~~n erence an the sub iect
The five-day confab, which was
closed to the public and the news medial brought together scientists, med·
lea specialists, mental health care·
givers, UFO Investigators and a
panel af "abductees." It was co·
chaired by MIT physics professor Da ·
vld Pritchard .and Harvard Medical
~~h~c~~o~n~~r af psvch iatrv John

Wa:j,; way out there

in oci~V~~-~ roe.::,~agfA~~~~c~l~~se
Book, the government-sanctioned
UFO study that failed to expla in 701
0

f~~~t~t~.J~f1~~{;~~~~:~Tc~~~~~~

saucers, dead aliens and quite passi·
bly one live alien, according ta nu·
clear physlclst·turned·ufalag lst Stan ton T, Friedman .
Fnedman, who once worked at
Wright-Patterson, is on the tra il af
what could be the blgg~st storv of the
centurv. Nothing less than a cosmic

wa,t~~~~tfust published "Crash At Co·
rona," he and co-outhar Don Berl iner
argue that the Air Farce recovered
twa flying saucers and their crews
(one ltve alien, one dying alien and

~fd~1~~cil\\;r~J g~e~~~~ ~t:~~~ico

des.p~ ~~cJo~:r~d 1 ~~~cers ~ere

sent
to Wnght·Pattersan's Air Technical
Intelligence CentE:r for further studv
as were the remams af several
aliens.
And the live alien?
"ProbablY taken Ia Albuquerque,

h~'iJn a~~~~af~~~~rd~~{g~~~~ \~iy

~Wt;lfi~~~!2~F Friedman savs.
A CWright· Pottersan SPOkeswoman

~~i~~c?ia~e~~~~v~~~~g· ~ ~~~~~lh

Inil shoes and small outfits
allen ta wear.

ror the

wad:H~ 0~;.;'i'(~v..~~lut~~~ R port on
our Acqutsitian af Advance~Tel;hr.ol ·
ogy and Interaction with Alten cu •
lures" states there qre s9me 40
known extraterrestrial btala~icol en·

~:~efh~u,'rig~t'\:Yo~~~~~ ~~~ :" These

lfl~rg~ ~~~~~y~e~)(~~~~~~';';'~

as
and 8 feet fall. Insect-based genetic
svstem. Extremely aggressive Ia·
ward humans.
2. Zeta Reticull Grev. Between 3
and 4 feet tall. Big head. Bit eyes. No
nosrfaifsByg~:;e~t~~~~~YB <a"i~ 1.

~m:'A~~~~i ~:e,~~~ol~ ~~~~d~fo~B·

hatr, eves typically b ue wtth large
oval pupils.
.
bos~~~rbt~ t1~~ 't~rf~ ~~gt~~t.en om·
According too notarized

f~~Jm~~~~!rgmc~:?'K"iRf ~,;a·o7~:~'

allen

guests" were held near Las

~~~~san~·~,;;JhiJ s'1:ci~~e~r~1h
be$~.

!f;.

They also Yiked listenfng to
bj!tan music and poss~sse~ extremel y

~~~~d1,9~·e~~~drt~~~~~lnJY 1gn~cer
Gone

PeA~a~1gn~Jp~~~~~v~f;~~t"¥~~~~~he

the planet Venus lists the reasons
whk he doesn't have time ta meet
wit the public . Among ather things
he as to :
1. Command the starshlp.
2. Head the Venusian Council of
Twe lve.
3. Make regular Journeys to and
from the planets.4. Prevent atomic holocaust bY
ext:rc tsl ng certain limits on certain

hurnon agencies.

- C.E

Over the years, he has produced a series uf
nine paintings known collectively as "T~~ Celestial Contacts of the Bible," each deta1hng a
well-known biblical scene beneath the enormous blue glow of a UFO.
"This is the Israelites crossing the Red Sea
and this is the UFO that came to assist them,"
Blazey explains. "This is Jesus on Mount Tabor. He has been beamed down from a spaceship. He is a spiritual being from the fi~t~ dimension, a representative of the spmtual
kingdom."
His take on the Eastlake sighting?
"There is a deep ravine underneath Lake
Erie where the UFOs dive in and disappear. It
has an outlet near Buffalo where there is a base
or point of contact." Blazey clears his throat a
couple of times. "I got this information secondhand," he adds. "But it's quite reliable."
Rick Hilberg, on the other hand, doesn't
know what to make of the '88 sighting.
"It's obviously something that can't be dismissed," he says. "But there's always been
doubt because of the possibility it had an astronomical explanation."
After 30 years of investigation, Hilb~rg believes there may be a natural explanation .for
all UFO phenomena. Such conservatiVISm
makes his group, the United Aerial Phenomena Agency, the Republican Party of local sky
scanners.
"A lot of people make claims, but we don't,"
he says. "In our experience, 95% of the sightings <tre a planet, or an advertising plane, or
things like that. We don't have enough mformation to explain the other 5%, but that
doesn't mean it's evidence of alien intelligence."
~
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The Sixth
ncounter
By Coli n Penno

ometime between midnigbt and
dawn's early light Sunday, June 14
strange things happened in the night
sky over Topanga.
We can't account for it, we can't explain
it- and the»c who could just aren't tallcing.
Here's what we think we know ....
From somewhere in West Hollywood, a
couple of wccb ago a shaken man callr.d the
Lost Hills/Malibu Sheriff's station to ask a
question and tell a tale.
They'd eaten dinner down on the beach at
Gladstones, and then he and his girlfriend
took off for a spin up the Coast, turning
north into the Santa Monica Mountains at
Highway 27 for a peaceful night drive
through Topanga Canyon and home to the
bright lights of LA.
"Did anyone report anything strange
tonight in Topanga Canyon?" came the
call
Wanna be more specific?" responded a
dubious deputy. "Strange like what?"
"Ah ... lights."
"Not that I know o("
With his question answered, the caller
stumbled into an incredible story.
"You'll think I'm crazy, but I don't kr.ow
who to tell," he began.
"Officer, we were driving through the
Canyon, where the Canyon gets deep, and
we noticed a bright light in the sky." The
couple became uneasy because they felt it
was following them-whatever it was.
"Suddenly it was over us, we lost control
of the car and it lifted us up in the sky, lifted
us up off the ground.
"I'm telling you, I've never been more
frightened in my life," he said, assuring the
cop that "we don't drink, don't take drugs
and have no history of psychological
problems."
What happened next was vague, according
to the driva, who reckons they both lost memory
for "I don't know, maybe a couple of
minutes and then we were put down.
"Suddenly it (the light, the craft, the tractor beam) wasn't there anymore."
Responding to a distraught but cogent
caller, the listening officer stepped in from
the cold of incredulity and asked wert'
they both okay?

S

"Well we got home by the grace of God.
My girlfriend was ncar-hysterical, we feel
nauseous and weak, I don't know what to
do.
"fm telling you rm a normal human
bein1o" the caller pleaded in a quaking
voice.
"I have a job, a good job, and my
girlfriend too. Should I report this ... ?
They'll think we're out of our minds!"
"I don't believe that something like this
would fall under our jurisdiction," the cop
said-and wrapped it up by advising the
couple to sleep on it and maybe check in
with a doctor in the morning.
Second Fishy Couple
Soon a second call about the state of COSmic stability in Topanga came in to the
station.
"My girlfriend and I saw three very
strange ... ah, God .. who does one report
UFOs to?
"We saw three UFOs, flying discs high up
in the Canyon, past Sassafras Nursery,
where the Canyon gets deep."
"What did they look like?" inquired the
voice of the law ....
" They were saucers, they were following
us above the car and we stopped and got out.
We saw them, we watched them and within
maybe three seconds-poof-they were gone
straight up into the air like a bat out of
hell."
~ second caller was quite calm, we're
told, and asked the listening deputy if he
happened to have a number for the U.S. Air
Force?
Disappointed, the second caller said, "Well
I dunno ... we saw what we saw, maybe Gladstones spiked our wine ...?"
The Odd New Englishma n
Next comes a call from a guy asking if the
cops had helicopters flying over the Canyon
that night-choppers with unusually bright
lights?
"My wife and I were woken up by a very
bright light above our home coming · in
through the windows," he says. "We went
outside to look at ... an extremely bright light
... but there was hardly any sound," just a
son of"bigh-pitchcd hum".
His home and the "encounter" were about

a mile north of Sassafras, the caller
answered in response to a deputy's qw:..
tiona, but declined to give an address
explaining that he really didn't want to
report a UFO and because his wife was "a
bit shaken up right now."
"Have you eaten at Gladstones recently?"
asked the deputy-still pushing for a location and explaining that maybe something
illegal was going on.
"Deputy," the caller replied, "let me tell
you this-if someone is doing something
illegal around here they have a bell of a lot of
wattage.
"Damnedest thing I ever saw in my life"
he concluded, and hung up.

told the Messenger last week. "It was traveling south-to-north very fast in a horizontal
path, an intense white/yellow light. As it
sped away from me-about over the last
ridge, it just vanished."
Clarke, a homeopathic specialist in
private practice in Santa Monica, estimated
the entire incident to have lasted "just two
or three seconds".
He went outside, naturally, but the night
sky was "as it was before".
A burning meteor perhaps? A helicopter
searchlight?
No says Clarke: " meteorites do not travel
on a path parallel with the planet, and the
intensity of light was something no helicopter could have brought about."

Last Call From Tuaa
Lastly that night came a call from a guy
with a soft Texas accent-a guy who gave
his name right up front.
"Did y'all have helicopters up in
Topanga Canyon tonight?"
"What did you see sir?" inquired a deputy
long-since accustomed to curious calls from a
quixotic Canyon.
"I was going down through Topanga
Canyon and I think they were helicopters
'cuusc they were shining damn bright lights
on me, but they kinda chased me down the
road a bit.
"It sure did put out a powerful beam, a
very bright light," the cowboy went on. "fd
say thay tailgated me from above, but I
couldn't see anything 'cause it was so
damned bright ... it sure seemed strange to
me ."
What the Doctor Saw ••.
For readers Jceptical about outrageous
stories from odd outsi~ers-hcrc is testimony from a true Topar.gan with the guts
to stand up and &ay wllat he saw!
Dr. Murray Clarke Jives on Calion, aTjunction street .at the termination of Cheney
Drive, itself an eastward artery offTopanga
Canyon Boulevard. Clarke was at home and
up and about after midnigbt that Sunday
rooming June 14, when a powerful point of
light zoomed over his bouse beading north.
"I looked through my view window which
faces the ridgeline and the V.lllcy," Clarke

The Hillaide Observation
Around that time and a mile or so south of
Clarke's bouse another Topanga resident
remembers something she'd never seen before
that night
She too lives cast of the Boulevard, and at
an elevation similar to Clarke's- two or three
hundred feet up from the Canyon floor.
"I saw a brilliant ray of light outside
through my window," says the witness, who
prefers to be unidentified.
"I saw it and I'll never forget it," she told
the Messenger last week. "I'm telling you this
now but, well, I'm a professional person and
I can't afford the risk of ridicule."
The beam from a car on its way home in
the neighborhood?
No way she says.
"fve lived right here for years and
because of the bills around I can tell you no
headlights can pass by around the house."
A Sheriff's chopper looking for whoknows-what in the night?
"I've seen those lights over and over," she
shot back. "This liltbt was so focused, so
intense-like nothing I'd ever seen."
So What'a New?
None of this comes as much of a surprise
to Preston Dennett, who wrote "UFOs Over
Topanga", a Messenger cover story in volume
12, No. 25, our terminal edition ofl988.
Dennett says of last month's strange
events: "This would be at least the sixth
encounter in the Canyon." •

600 attend r.iStMid;~t·mo conference
UFO conllrence

1

I

Seminars today at the Midwest
Conference on UFO Research, at the
University Plaza Hotel, 333 John Q .
Hammons 'Parkway:
9 a.m. "Fascinating UFO Encounters in Puerto Rico, " by Jorge Martin,
editor, "ENIGMA" magazine.
10:45 a.m. "What Does All of This
Mean?'' Question-and-answer panel
discussion wlttr all10 speakers from
the conference.
12:30 p.m. End.
,e:he public is invited; $10 entrance
for today's events.

L
j

By Chris Bentley
The News-Leader

Crops flattened to form circles and
strange patterns in fields worldwide may
hold a clue tcr·alien visitors to Earth.
So may widespread cases of animals
mutilated with surgical precision.
So may remarkably similar incident..~
in which people under hypnosis remem·
ber being abducted by small, four-fingered aliens who sometimes perform
strange surgical procedures on them.
The first Midwest Conference on UFO
Research - attended by about 600 peo·
ple from across the country - covered
those topics and others Saturday.
The weekend-long conference, at University Plaza Hotel, 333 John Q. Ham-

On Page 7A
..,. UFOs that crashed?
mons Parkway, continues tb¥ morniag...
• UFO jigsaw: .. Something is happening out there. You have to realize this i6
a big picture we're painting,'' said one of
the event's 10 speakers, Linda Moulton
Howe.. "We each have just~ part of-the
canv~ aBI they fi~er m wh-at. I
caU tht!. UFO jigsaw.''
Howe won ·an Emm1 award for 1lA
Str3ngeHll.,esf,"-a 1980 TV dat:umentary she produced m ~ lllUti~
and their correlation to UFO sil}htinJ$.

• Mutilations: Saturday, Howe spoke
about continuing mutilations. She cited
cases in England, Canada and the United
States. including some that occurred this
year in the Marshfield area.
••what's remarkable about all these is
that. the wounds are so pristine," she
51111, showing slides of mutilated cows.
• Annual: Organizers said they hope
-the conference becomes a yearly event.
Mere than 340 people pre-registered
itUs:)'eal', and on Saturday an additional
5to 300 people bought one-day tickets.
~ is one of the best planned, best
organized, certainly one of the bf'st at·
ilmded conferences I've been to... said
Stanton Friedman. who spoke on government cover-ups of UFOs.
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IRCLES

A year ago, a couple of landscape painters fessed up to concocting the hoax,
but local expert says mysterious markings should not be written off so quickly
By Nicole Jacobs
Times Staff Wr1ter

For the past 11 years, giant
circles have mysteriously
ap peared overnight in grain
fields in more than 40
countries . Some measure 20-30
feet in diameter. Others
stretch to an incredible 500
fee t.
Last year, a pair of
landscape painters said they
were responsible for many of
the crop formations that
appeared in great abundance
in Southern England. But
scientists are skeptical about
their claim. The men ha ve
never successfully duplicated
one of the intricately swirled
patterns in public and, despite
their retirement from the
alleged hoax, formations
continue to appear near the
rock pattern of Stonehenge
and around the world ..
So who is making the
formations and why are they
growing more complex each
year?
On Saturday, Steve Canada,
author of eight books on the
crop circle phenomenon, will
try to answer these questions
a t a two-part workshop at
Hancock College. The course,
which concludes Sept. 26, will
explore the nature of the
strange formation.$ and test
eur-rcnt thcortes regatd"ing
their creation.
"There's a genuine mystery
out there a nd we shouldn't
write it off (as a hoax)," said
Canada, who lives in Morro
B~y.

In the early 1980's, most of
th e crop formations appeared
as simple, nearly perfect
circles of grain flattened in a
spiral pattern. But they have
gradually increased in
complexity to include circles
in gr<. ups, circles inside rings
or circles with spurs a·nd other
geometric appendages.
The flattened plant stalks
bend 90 degrees, but arc not
broken . Sometimes they are
woven together in an intricate
pattern to look like wheel
spokes or pieces of pie. And,
no matter how much sun or
water they receive, they
continue to grow parallel to
the earth, said Canada.
In order to learn more
about the mystery, both
scientists and members of the
Briti sh Army have repeatedly
monitored fields with infrared
equipm e nt, night watches and
helicopter sweeps. So far, the
surveilbncc has not revealed
how the formations are
created, even though circles
arc often seen in the morning.
Canada said rnnny people
have tried to reproduce crop
circles by carefully tramping
down crops, but everyone who
has tried has failed. Either the
stalks break or they soon bob
up to greet the sun.
In a genuine formation,
Canada explained, the b ending
point on the stalks are slightly
sw ollen, as if some sort of
energy was applied to keep it
supple while changing the
dir ection of it's growth.
Explanations for the
ph enomenon vary. Some
p• :c-p.c believe it's the re sult of
mi crow ave-generated ball
lightning, whirlwinds, or othe r

Steve Canada, author of elgflt books on crop circles, displays a picture of the phenomenon.
peculiar atmo spheric
conditions. Some say its a
group of graduate students
dri ven by a mad pr(Jfessor.
Others propose dancing deer
or industrious hedgehog
colonies . And slill more
believe it is the work of
non-human life forms that live
.on Earth or visit irom
neighboring star sysiems.
Canada supports the
theories that intelligent
lifeforms created the circles
as a means of co mmunication .
"I do agree that the growing
complexity of the cir'Cles
seems to be supportive of the
idea that there 's int P- ntion
behind the phenomen on and
information containt>d within
the phenomenon," sa id
Canada. "If you wanted to
communicate, but didn 't spenk
the snme language you'd start
simple and progressively get
more complex."
lie said the circles contain
ancient mathematical symbols
that could be used to bridge
two foreign languages.
Mathematic s do seem to be
at the heart of crop c ircle
phenomenon . Gerald Hawkin s,
a retired American
astronomer. st11died their
geometry. Using data from

'There's a genuine niystery out
there and v1 e shouldn't write it off
(as a hoax)'
Steve Canada
published ground surveys and
a e rial plv)tographs, he
painstakingly measured the
dim e nsion s and calculated the
r~1 t ios of the diameters and
other key features in patterns
that had more than one circle
or ring .
In II of the 18 for mati ons,
l1 :1wkins found ratios of small
wltrlk numbers that pr<' t: i'>f' ly
nwtch tlw ratios defining the
mu s ical ~calc found on the
white keys of a piano . And by
comp:u ing the relationships
nmong the circles, rings and
lin es of the patterns he
di sc overed geomet ric
th ('f) ff'rns that are Dn ly
pr <'Sf' rvrd in nncicnt
m a thematics t<>xtbooks and
some that have never bee n
publish e d at all.
Can:1da. 51, said he b eca me
int nec; ted in c r op c ircles
bf' r: a11<;e nf th e ir s im ple b ea uty
and lw call<:" he lo ver, to s0 lve
punks. He has n l<:o

led workshops on
Unidentified Flying Objects
(UFOs).
During his two-day
workshop on crop circles ,
Canada will present evidence
of a UFO connection.
Canada has gathered many
eyewitnes s accounts including
one person who allegedly saw
o crop circle appear within
seconds accompanied by a
strange rustling sound.
An other witness who allegedly
snw n disc floating In the sky,
sn ld a crop circle was formed
where a ~a m from the disc
tou c hed the ground.
Cnnadn will also display
photographic evidence
including one picture of a
small silver disc, a foot in
diameter, that hovers at the
ce nter of -'1 crop circle. In the
photograph arc two
investigators who, Canada
snid, claim they saw nothing

Times/Susan Goldma n

of the UFO until the
photograph was developed.
Canada's also has a video
tape of a strange point of light
that travels across a field
where a crop circle had
recently been formed, and
"roams" around, over and
through the formation .
Although Canada has never
been to the site of a crop
circle, he corresponds with
many of the English scientists
currently working on the
mystery.
"This Is no joke," said
Canada. "We ignore this
phenomenon perhaps at our
own peril - revealing our
Ignorance."
Canada's books "Crop Clrclr
Language" sell Internationally .
The books are available
through mall order for $5 each
or $37 for eight volumes. For
more Information write to
Steve Canada at P.O . Box
1913, Morro Bay, CA. 93443.
Those Interested in
participating in Canada's
class may register by calling
Hancock College Community
Education at 922-6966 , ext.
3209 . The class meets from
9:30 to 4 p.m. and costs $48 .
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Area residents to tell their
story on national TV
"They had my parents send us (the Hays
children) to our bedrooms, " he said. "B•rt you
Gazette Staff Assistant
know how kids are wnen they want to know
ROBINSON- Many people have speculated
something. We made a lot of trips to the
as to what fell from the sky near a Kecksburg
bathroom. "
farmhouse during the late afternoon of Dec. 9,
Mr. Hays spent most of his time watching the
1965. Some say it was a meteor, while others
military and NASA officials from his bedroom
believe it was a piece of a foreign spacecraft.
window , which faced the field where the object
But for John Hays, who lived at that Kecksburg
came down. He said he watched numerous
farmhouse as a boy, the object that fell from the
military vehicles, all which were empty, go down
sky that day was definitely not from this world.
into the ravine. A short time later, one flatbed
"I know if it were something of this world, they
truck came out with something covered up on it,
(military and space investigators who were called "the size of a Volkswagon. "
to the scene) would have told us," he said. But
Mr. Gordon said despite numerous
instead, they hid it. "
eyewitnesses who saw the military transport the
Mr. Hays of Robinson, along with his mother,
object out of Kecksburg, military officials maintain
Lillian Hays of Saltsburg, will tell of their
nothing was found in the area, according to
experiences that day in 1965 during a segment of documents obtained by Mr. Gordon through the
Fox Television Network's new Friday night show,
Freedom of Information Act.
" Sightings." A crew from Sather Gates
Even some members of the Kecksburg Fire
Productions of Los Angeles, Calif. , interviewed
Department came face to face with the object,
the mother and son on Sept. 21 at Mr. Hay's
according to interviews on the " Unsolved
home. The segment, according to a Sather Gate
Mysteries" show. One fireman , who was in the
spokeswoman, is tentatively scheduled to air 9
search team that first discovered the object, said
p.m. Friday, Oct. 9.
it looked like a huge acorn with something that
Mr. Hays, who also appeared in a segment on
appeared like hieroglyphics across the base of it.
the Sept. 18, 1990, broadcast of NBC's
Mr. Hays said the next day, family members
" Unsolved Mysteries," said his parents were
went down to the crash area to fix a fence that he
renting the farmhouse . He, the eldest of 10
says was broken during the seizure of the the
children to Lillian and Donald Hays, was 10 years
object .
old at the time of the incident. Since then, his
" Brush was broken down and it looked like they
father has passed away.
tried to cover up the area with a load of dirt," he
"I remember hearing on the radio that
said . " But they didn 't do a good job ." '
something had crashed ," he said. " I looked out
Mr. Gordon said he believes that something did
the window and there were cars all over the
come down out of the sky that day, but for some
place. Everybody was coming in (to the town) to
reason, military and NASA officials are keeping it
see what had landed."
a highly classified case.
Stan Gordon, director of the Pennsylvania
"There's no doubt in my mind that something
Association for the Study of the Unexplained,
came down," he said. "We're not trying to prove
Greensburg, said the object was tracked from the
that it was something from outer space. It could
tip of Canada through numerous states before it
have been a Soviet probe. Some of the evidence
landed at 4:45p.m . in a wooded ravine ,
points to that. But we would like to know."
approximately 1,200 feet from the Hays' house .
Mr. Gordon said he hopes that one day an
Mr. Gordon, who has been interested in
official congressional investigation into the matter
unidentified flying objects (UFO 's) for
gets underway. In the-meantime, his volunteer
approximately 33 years , will also appear with Mr.
agency, PASU, continues to collect data from
witnesses who may have been in the area that
Hays and his mother on Fox's " Sightings" show.
"Thousands of people in the states of Michigan, day.
Indiana, Ohio, New York, West Virginia, and
"There is something there, but we need
Pennsylvania saw a huge fireball coming across
massive testimony to back it up," he said. " But
the sky," he said. " People saw it very low (in the
eyewitnesses are dying away. We want to get
sky), at a gliding type of speed. Many saw it make this documented as quickly as possible and we
a distinct turn before crashing ."
need information badly."
Mr. Hays said shortly after the crash , members
If anyone saw or knows anything about the
of all branches of the military, along with NASA
case is asked to call the PASU hotline number at
personnel, arrived at his home and immediately
(412) 838-7768 or write to Mr. Gordon at PASU . 6
set up a command post.
OakHiiiAve.,Greensburg, Pa.15601 ."

By PAT RICH

ISLANDER, Pensacola Beach, FL - Sept. 11, 1992

Elusive UFO Outwits
GulfBreez£ Skywatchers
by Bland Pugh

The Gulf Breeze Research Team
has been keeping its nightly vigil,
however, the UFO seems to be ev~rywhere except where we are. We
have had reports from alf over Gulf
Breeze to Bagdad, Pensacola Beach
to Navarre. There have been theories
upon theories, questions about questions, as to where the UFO has gone,
but the truth is ... the UFO isn't gone,
it's just showing up in different locations than those the GBRT happens
to be in. One of the reports came
from a frequent watcher, and photographer, he was traveling north on
the Three Mile Bridge with his father, when they looked above the
Bluffs, or what would have been the
area of "Cock of the Walk" restaurant, there appeared the UFO. It
seemed to be hovering and was visible to them for about one minute.
' This individual has had about 15 to
: 20 sightings, and has photographed
; the Gulf Breeze UFO on many occa' sions, so his report is highly credible.
At this past Tuesday MUFON
meeting, Col. Don Ware spoke to an
audience of approximately 100
people, telling them of the
Government's involvement in covert
UFO cover-up, or of their overt public information program, Col. Ware
spoke of an incident in the Persian
Gulf War, where four Army Tank
Battalions were in position on the
Saudi-Kuwait border, just before the
actual war began, waiting for the
word to go, when before them appeared a number ofUFO's, hovering
for a number of minutes before disappearing. After the sightings, all of
the troops involved were debriefed
and all film confiscated, the troops
were instructed not to talk about the
incident, obviously some have talked
about it, and the word is now coming
out Were these soldiers shown this
on purpose? Was this a means of
programming them to become accustomed to the presence of UFO's.
What about the incidents in
Williamsport, Penn. onFeb.5, 1992
at 6:15p.m. These sightings all had
a very similar scenario, a large boomerang shaped object hovered over
the area moving "low and slow at tree

top level at the pace of a fast walk",
the witnesses typically , "were in
their homes, in the living room or
recreational room , in the basement
watching television, reading th.e
evening newspaper, or in the kitchen
washing dishes. They were unaware
of what was soon to happen".
"A loud or heavy rumbling noise
was heard over the house which shook
or vibrated the house and rattled its
windows. Then one of the witnesses
would leave the house to investigate
the cause of the noise and , having
discovered the UFO in the evening
sky, would call the other witnesses to
view the object. At this time, the
witnesses observed the object and its
actions until visual contact was lost.
Lastly they would return to the inside
of the house to reinforce each other
on what was seen" (as reported in the
June92MUFONJournal). Col. Ware
stated that there was telephone and
television interference reported by
dozens of residents at or just after the
time of the sightings.
These are but just a few of the
sightings being reported, are they
being staged for our benefit by the
UFO's, or by the Government? Very
interesting questions ...
Be sure to watch "Sightings" this
Friday evening at 8:00 p.m. on Fox
TV, this will feature a daylight sighting that took place in Mexico City in
front of hundreds of witnesses, videos of this sightings have been shown
at many UFO symposiums. Again
was it staged?
Just for information, our radio
program on WCOA has been moved
from 4:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m., keep
your eyes to The Islander for further
information about next month's show.
Next month's meeting will feature a
very exciting speaker. Dr. Bill
Carson . Dr . Carson spoke to
Pensacola/Gulf Breeze MUFON last
Sept. and had those in attendance
spellbound, again stay tuned.
Keep on looking up, and around
behind you, and remember if you
have had any unusual sightings of
anomalous lights or objects, be sure
to call the MUFON hotline 4383261 ... strictconfidentiality observed.

GASTON OBSERVER, Gastonia, NC - Aug. 26, 1992

DAVE
BAITY

UFO book

Lillian Hays and her son John, right, tell the story of their encounter with an unidentified
flying ob;ect to Phyllis WarcJ, second from left, of the Fox television show "Sightings." Also
involved are Joyce Goldstein, left, segment producer for "Sightings" and Stan Gorclon,
center, of Greensburg, who is the director of the state association for the Study of the
Unexplained.
(Gazette photo by Peel)

George Fawcett of Lincolnton
has spent 48 years studying
unidentified flying objects-=-J..~e
first seven before he evet saw a
UFO.
Fawcett was at Lynchburg College in 1951' when, he said, he
watched an object shaped like a
30-foot truck tire hover near the
college for 4!h minutes before it
disappeared.
That spurred him to conduct
interviews and send questionnaires to hundreds who claimed
to have witnessed similar events.
He found amazing similarities in
what they described and published his find ings in a booklet
released in the 1970s.

About 1981 , he became curi·
ous about how people reacted
after they sighted a UFO.
So he sent questionnaires to
people he had read about who
claimed to have seen UFO's. He
advertised in newspapers and
periodicals to contact others.
In the study, which lasted from
1982 to 1986, he got responses
from residents of 25 countries.
"Their reactions, too , were
about as consistent as the
descriptions of UFO's," said
Fawcett, who is affiliated with
state and national UFO study
groups.
They fell into 31 categories
ranging from abject fear to total
calm, he said. In between, he
found people who claimed personality changes, emotional
shock and other things.
Fawcett compiled some of
those reactions in a booklet,
"Human Reactions to UFOs
Worldwide," which has just been
published by Arcuturus Books
Inc. The $7.90 booklet may be
ordered from Arcuturus at P.O.
Box 831383, Stone Mountain,
Ga. 30083-0023.
-

CR: G. Fawcett
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Alien abductions recalled
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By Christy True
YSTAFF W RITER
ou feel as if earth is
not your real home .
You saw bright
lights just before
you lost several hours of time
for no apparent reason . You
find unexplainable marks on
y our body . You suddenl y hear
voices and have visions.
You are not going crazy . You
are just one of hundreds of
people who have been a bducted by aliens , says F ede r a l
Way resident Aileen Garoutte .
Garoutte, a middle-age Boe·
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Sunday Spotlight
ing worker by day , is the
woman behind the UFO Contact Center International. The
center is really a small office
situated in her modest but
tidy trailer home in the
Camelot Square trailer park .
It was 1978, a year during
which a large number of abductions were reported, when
Garoutte founded the cente r to
help people examine't'rau.matic.
experiences and assimilate
them into their daily lives.
" For people to find acceptance and understanding
without ridicule , that's important," she said.
Garoutte , who witnessed a
UFO wften she was l 7 but
doesn't remember much '3'bout
it, corresponds with people
from all over the world who
say they have encountered ex traterrestrials. Many travel t o
Federal Way just to meet h e r.
A LICENSE D hypnotherapi st with sparkly dark
eyes and a lilting, oth erwordly voice , she e ncourages
" abductees" or " contactees" t o
talk a bout it.
Once a month , the public is
invited to meetin gs in the
trailer park clubhou se wh e re
people s hare new-found
discove ries of ga lacti c
neighbor s. A rece n t meeting
was a ttended by 70 peopl e.
H er goa l is not to docume n t
these e ncounte r s - s h e kee ps
n o r ecords - but si mply to
he lp those who cl a im th ese experiences to r e m e mbe r a nd
under st a nd .
Sh e has hy pnoti zed a "co uple
hundred " peopl e wh o a re us u a l~
ly t h e n a bl e to reca ll in m ore
cietail t he ir U FO ex pe ri e nces,
al th ou g h in her case s uch a t te mpts have bee n un s uccessful.
T hen s he or ga ni zes s upport
groups for t h ose who have bee n
"awa ke n ed ."
" Th e ones I' ve worked w ith
had a lot of fea r , but on ce t hey
k new . t hey integr a ted it into
th ier co nsciou s n ess. It m a de
the ir life better, they lost t he ir
fear," s he sa id .
According to her, abdu ction s
a re not u nco mm on, e v e n
thou gh most peopl e don't k now
thev've been abd ucted un ti l
after t hey g o t h rough

John Froschauer.'staff

Aileen Garoutte, the woman behind the UFO Contact Center, holds drawings of one type of
alien described by people who say they have been on extraterrestri al spacecraft.

va lid . a lth ou g h he be li eves it
possibl e th e re have bee n a li e n
a bdu cti ons.
Th e U FO Re portin g a nd In form a ti on Se r v icl' in Sea ttl e
d ea ls o nl .v in "ve rifi e d "
s ightings a nd work s on un c o v e rin g go v e rnm e nt
docum e nt s th a t c ont a in
valuabl e inform a ti on on UFO s .
said Da le Goudi e. informati on
di rector .
"ABDUC TIONS cannot be
prove n ," Goudi e sa id . " We
s h ould he re portin g on what we
do kn ow."
Th e U.S . gove rn me nt h as
, ,000 UFO doc um e nts it has
c lass ifi ed l op secre t bcC'1 liSP
hy p nothera p y~
At k!ai>t on e UF O ex pert does th ey are pe rce ived as a threa t
not b elieve Ga rou tte 's w ork is !'l n a ti on a l sec urit y, ht> said .
Ev e n if Garot;ttl' is ,iu s t

a noth e r nut who ha s re m! too
"Th e Mi ssi n g Li nk ." a m on m a ny s u perma r ke t t a bloids . thh· U FO m a gazin e pu bl is he d
m a n y r es pectabl e p e opl e bv Ga r ou tte. has 300 r eaders .
be li e ve h e r cla im s a nd see k he r 1;he Mav i'is ue includes an artio ut . Sh e li s t s se v e r a l c le a b ~ u l a Oyin g sa u ce r
psyc hologi st s with doct orates phot ugr <J ph ed near the C h e r as honora ry board m e mbe rs .
n oby l nuclea r plant in Russia
More than 80 pe rce nt of a nd st ori es from people w h o
Ame r icans hav e sa id in s urveys h a ve a wa k e n ed with draw in gs
th ey be l ieve in t he e xi s te nce -of on th e ir bodi es, pre s um ab ly
UFOs , a ltho u g h not n ecessa r ily m a de by a li e ns.
in a lie n be in gs, Gu uJi e "aiJ.
Two peopl e who be lieve in
An average of s ix ve rified Ga r outte a nd h e r m e thods a r e
reports a d ay are made from a ll Pattv C ra wford , a Re nton r esi over Nort h A merica a t a noth er de nt a nd Trudy, a P uy all up
Nation a l U F O R e p o rtin g res ide nt , wh o ask ed that h er
Ce nt e r in S ea ttl e. sa id last n a m e n ot be used .
vo lunt ee r R o b e r t Gribbl e.
C r a wford is a 44 -y ea r -o ld
Those a r e re por t s t h at cannot co mm e rci a l a rti st w ho v ··~ · Jr._
he attribute d t o a irpl a nes . out ,If' he r h om e.
w ei'l th e r or oth e r n a tur a l
A II he r I i fe s he wond e red
a hout wh ,v s h e reca li Pd so viv id ph e nome n a .

ly a n e xpe ri e nce s h e h a d wh e n
s h e was 11 vea r s old a nd li v in g
in a r e mote cabin in Oklahom a .
She saw a lighted UFO ,
which looked much like the
craft in the movie " Close En counters of the Third Kind ,"
drifting over her hou se a nd
then landing in some nearby
woods. The memory ende d
there and for years she had
wondered what it meant.
Her husband Gene had heard
about Garoutte and suggested
she go see her, which she did
about a month ago .
Under hypnosis, she recalle d
three short alien beings with
large heads guiding her onto
the craft she had seen . Th ey
communicated with her by
telepathy .
ONCE ON -the craft, She rrMt
another being who looked
human and could speak to h e r
in English. He told her they
were concerned about h er
welfare , not to be afraid a nd
they would never be fa r aw ay .
She was not experime nted oo
and she was le ft unha rmed .
" Now I know b ey ond a
s hadow of a doubt , th ey e xist,' ;
Crawford sa id , afte r he r hy pnos is. She recently s h a r ed h er
experience at one of Ga rout t-e•s
meetings in Came lot.
Crawford has told only a fe w
people about her r ecoll ecti on .
She's willing to go public with
it because she belie ves m a n y
people who a re conside re d a
pa rt of " mainstream Ameri ca"
a re having similar expe ri e nces.
" I mi g ht h ave expected a
bunch of nuts . I didn 't find th a t.
Thi s is not a cult of wide-eyed
people . I would h a ve run the
other way if I h a d found th a t ,"
s h e sa id .
Trudy, who runs a bus iness
with h e r hu s ba nd se llin g
r e mote control a irpl a nes, sa id
s he has seen m a ny UFOs in h e r
life, mos t rece ntly last fa ll in
Puyallup.
A r ed , white a nd blue li g hted
cr a ft ca m e close e n ou gh to h e r
h ouse that sh e could see g low ing huma n-looking creatures in
the window s waving at her, s he
said ,
After the sighting s h e st a rted
having fl ashbacks about hav in g bee n on board the cr a ft
m a ny times. She needed someone t o talk to who would
understand and a friend s u ggest ed s h e see G a routte . N ow
she attends th e s upport group
m eetings.
" I fee l quite a bit better . It 's
importa nt to be a bl e to ge t
togethe r with oth e r peopl e
who' ve h a d e xpe ri e nces. Peopl e
need t o know they a r e n ot go in g
crazy ," s h e said . " Who do yo u
t e ll it to? Will th ey be lieve
you?"
Wh a t C r a wford a nd Trudy
describe a r e con s ist e nt with
a li e n experi e nces othe r s h ave
r eca ll e d und e r hyp nosis ,
G a r outte said .
Co nta cts with a li e ns a9e
a lm os t a lwa ys p teas a n't,
Ga routte sa id , a nd people ~Who
e xperi e nce it a re never the
sa m e a fte r wa rds.
" P eople wh o expe r ien«' t his
a r e born t o h e lp us, ' ' &he satd _
". /f ast peopl e fee l they haw a
job t o do."

Lukens UFO report gets group's attention
By BARBARA MASTRIANIA
Staff Writer
<-J

Tom Ca rey, an investigator
r-..~
....
for Mutual Urudentified For~~ eign Objects Network, a wo rld ~ ~ 'i\-ide organiz ation tha t rrz
spon ds to locaJ reports of UFOs,
is in vestigating th e report of a
;l L1 F'O landi ng at Lu kens Steel in
u
Coatesville.
Ca rry of Hun tington Va ll ey,
tr.~
~

3

sa id MUFON was o r ~a nize d to
pick up whrre thP U.S. Ai r
Force left ofT when it slopped investigating si ghtings.
He does investigations of
UFO sightings in t he fi vecounty Philadelphia region tha t
includes Chester County.
He said MUFON is iute r~ s tc d
in t he June 10 Lukens f' ighting
IH'cau se th ere nrc nll rp.rd ly srv-

era! witnesses_
He said the Lukens sighti11g,
howev-er, has not been reported
til any fo nn~:~ l organiza tion to
his knowledge.
Carey learned of the sighting
fro m a MUFON member who
read an a rticle in the Dai ly Local News.
He sai d he's pursuing t.he
Rtory h~C[I Il .'l'=! it is nne of th P.
mnst. i ntf' r f':l ting hr~ ' s rf' r n nf l.v

heard'.
'''The f act that there were
m ul tiple witn f' ss e ll a nd
suhsta.nt aJ specific: dP<o<: t ipt ions
of the vehicle is interesti11g,'' he
said .

Carey al s o rf'c e nt ly in veRtigat ed a 1 PptJrtco ~ ir, htin g
of s trang · ~ m :-~ rk fl in ~ lidd ncar
Limerick
" It

\V:ln :1

heax ,..

t

'p , nv· ~n id .

"It a bad attempt at doing a
pi ct o~ram with barrels. lt happ~ n s eve ry yeaL"
As for the Lukens sighting,
he said, "Titis has all the elen:en,~s of something with potential.

An vn nr who mi ght have in·
fo m u-1t.inH n•gnrding the repn r t.ed s i1;hl in gs at Luk ens cnn
1':1 11 I ::11 •' y

:~ t i'/. l !' ) ~HI - 6 38 7 .
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MYSTERIOUS

CR: D. Worley

PHENOMENA

glows in the dark with millions
of volts to show safety of
alternating current, but the new
science of mysterious electrical
waves attracts occultists, con
artists. 1940s schemers will
use Tesla's name to promote a
flying saucer deal.
1899: In Colorado Springs his
equipment detects a "message ,,
from Mars.' Power blackout:
Tesla's tower is powered hy
town's generator and
he shorts it out while
sending up a 135-foot
bolt of li~htning .

19408: Slghtlngs

Nov. 1896-May 1897: In 19 Western
and Midwestern states, thousands of
people report seeing dirigible-type
cylindrical airships and unearthly
lights. One sighting, in April1897,
was in Elkhart, Ind.

~
·
_

World War II: Some pilots report seeing glowing
,
spheres at their planes' wingtips. The pilots name them "Foo~/ ,
Fighters," for a cartoon-charactm cat, Foo, who ran so fast that his legs
became wheels.
June 25, 1947: Kenneth Arnold, at Yakima, Wash., airport, tells of nine
disc-shaped objects which undulate like a "saucer skipping over water." A
newspaper reporter coins the ph rase "flying saucer. "
Jan. 22, 1948: Report of object s:haped like ice cream cone over Godman
Air Force Base, Ky. Four National Guard F-51 fighters scramble. Flight
leader, Capt. Thomas Mantell , follows object, crashes and is killed.
Mid-1948: Pilot Clarence Chile and co-pilot John Whitted while flying an
Eastern Airlines DC-3 between Montgomery and Mobile, Ala., report a
100-foot torpedo-shaped craft with 50-foot flame from rear, streaking past
at 700 mph .

1950s: More ightings
July 14, 1952: Captain William B . Nash and co-pilot
William Fortenberry, while ftying a Pan Am airliner east of r'
Newport News, Va., report six briqht objects of great
speed , red-orange color. The 15-foot-thick coinlike
::J".H.fJ.
crafts flipped and flew off in unison , they said .
<--~ "
June 26, 1959: New Guinea. The Rev. William Booth Gill , Anglican priest,
reports an object above Venus- a four-legged disc with four humanlike
figures on top. Gill says he waved and the creatures waved back.

1960s: Abduction, plasma
Sept. 19, 1961: Betty and
Barney Hill are driving in New
Hampshire. They see red,
amber, green and blue flashing
lights, and a row of windows
with faces . The Hills drive away
with no immediate memory of
the sighting . But later, they
dream of alien abduction and a
medical exam aboard the ship.
Psychiatrist hypnotizes them
separately, and Betty draws a
"star map," which shows the
location of star Zeta Reticuli .
April 24, 1964: In Socorro ,
N.M. , Deputy Marshal Lonnie
Zamora reports an object with
orange and blue flames . Its red
insigma was a medieval Arabic
sign for Venus. Zamora saw two
white-clad beings, charred
brush , four ground indentations .

Were Hills entranced? Philip J.
Klass, UFO debunker, theorized the
Hills were mesmerized by plasma
from a nearby power line.
Lost-time theories: Tectonic strain
theory (electricity from rocks)
advocates believe lost-time
experiences can be induced in the
amygdala of the brain.
Birth-trauma theory: The brain
could compensate for lost time with
memories from birth. ~mm:m
The fetal body images 'I
would range from
embryo to aliens
with big heads. The
theory of Otto
a contemporary of
Freud, was
applied to UFOs by
Alvin Lawson in 1981

The
Adamski saucer:
This saucer is drawn
from a photograph
by George Adamski, guru of
the Southern California
occult scene. He and other goodhumored UFO contactees of the 1950s
made the rounds of talk shows, claiming to have
made trips on UFOs and met space beings at bus stations.

The map above shows the locations of
reported sightings since 1950. Below
highlights of the strangest reports.

1950s
July 1954: Four UFOs sighted in Franklin .
Air Force sends two jets from Ohio to
investigate .
Aug. 1955: Dents left in ground in Bedford.
Some residents suspect UFO.

1970s: Plasma, gravity
Oct. 18, 1973: South of Mansfield, Ohio, the crew of an Army Reserve
helicopter reports a 60-foot gray metallic "fat cigar," red light in front,
green in back. They say it pulled the copter upward .
Oct. 11, 1973: Charl ie Hickson and Calvin Parker in Pascagoula, Miss.,
see blue light, hear buzzing sound . Oblong object hovers. Three
silver-sktnned creatures with big eyes and pointed ears carry the two men
into ship. Witnesses at a distance see mysterious lights.
Jan. 28, 1975: In Hinwil, Switzerland, Eduard Meir takes photos,
recordings of silver disc-shaped "beamships." Oddities: counterclockwi se
swirls in grass, time travel , crystals. Meir says he talked to a female
space being who called herself Semjase of the Pleiadeans.

1980s• Abductions studied
1980s: Artist Budd Hopkins, in his book, Missing Time, finds a trend
among many reports of UFO abductions. Contactees are hypnotized, and
most of their accounts are similar:

operations,
samples taken ,
devices implanted .

Science VL science fiction
Earth-bound physicists have developed theories of matter and energy that might help explain bizarre lights in the sky such as those
reported in many UFO sightings. Several unusual man-made devices have caused light effects that fit the description. But the same
physical theories that could explain away sightings might also explain the propulsion of alien spacecraft across vast distances.

---

What Is plasma, and how does it explain light effects?
Plasma is an ionized gas that can be affected by magnetism . It has nearly equal numbers of
electrons and positive ions. A common example is the gas in fluorescent light tubes. which is
iontzed when an electric current is passed through it. The resulting ultraviolet rays
Conventional electricity:
Elect rons are used as pump to transport strike a phosphor coaling on the tube, creating white light. The energy in
10n-acoustic
current is believed by physicists to be from random
energy from conventional fuels.
sources not yet harnessed by humankind . When positive
charges
begin
hitting each other, surrounding electrons
~~!!~'}~CC
Fluorescent tube:
go wild . The results include light effects of different
!on-acoustic current:
Common example of
£..~
P~"; '•ve charges, heavter than electrons. colors and shapes, such as "ball lightning."
plasma
producing li9ht
· '•lize random energy tn plasmas .

OOOG".:."}~0~~

1960s
March 1966: UFO reported over Glendale
Shopping Center, Indianapolis. The same
month, flying-object reports come in from
Valparaiso, Plymouth and Knox. Residents
report seeing several small objects in a
circle around a central object, colored red,
white and green.
Sept. 1966: Reports from Indianapolis,
Anderson , Charlestown, Shelbyville,
Greensburg , Franklin , Portland and
Columbus. Sky-watchers say they saw
basketball-shaped objects, 150-foot discs
and a blue-white haze.

1970s
Jan. 1973: Orange, glowing "hourglass"
spotted in the sky over Michigan City.
Oct. 1973: Sightings in Noblesville, Carmel ,
Martinsville . Connersville, Huntington ,
Andrews, Bloomington , Muncie, Redkey,
Fort Wayne, Kendallville. All reports are
similar: a wishbone-shaped object and sonic
booms.
March 1977: One observer in Indianapolis
takes a photograph of a silver disc with a
clear plastic dome .
March 1978: In Indianapolis. truck drivers
on 1-70 East report a bright blue light and
electrical disturbances that slow or stop
motor vehicles.

1980s
March 1987: Reports of blinking lights in
Corydon . Objects glow orange and hover,
disappear and reappear randomly.

1990s

'::F

Dec. 1990: Unusual bright lights reported in
Hamilton , Marion. Hendncks, Putnam ,
Montgomery and White counties.

'continued on page 9)
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magnetl8m power ~type craft?
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Dielectric (Insulating) material.

•

Characteristic driving frequency

I

~ ~ Hidden magnetic field

The biggest, fastest conventional rockets on Earth couldn't reach
the closest star in tens of thousands of years. So, assuming there
isn't intelligent alien life in our own solar system , how would UFOs
get here from so far away? Some scientists speculate that plasma
,and electromagnetism could play roles In a form of hyper-drive,
pushing spacecraft like the one Adamski reported at speeds fast
enough to span the stars. In effect, this type of propulsion would
simply be the opposite of planetary magnetic fields , like Earth's.
/
Entering into the speculation is a "hidden" magnetic field
Adamski UFO: Negative charge pulsed containing the positive charge that draws negative charges. In
Planet: Magnetic "thrust" naturally
through craft could propel positive
planets, the field is beneath the surface; in the Adamski model,
occurs toward the positive charge
charge toward negative space ahead. the field is generated ahead of the spacecraft.
beneath the surface:
Sources: News reports· Tapping the Zero-point Energy by M.B.King; UFOs Exist! by Paris Flammonde.; UFOs by Michael Arvey; UFOs in the 1980s by Jerome Clark; Anatomy
of a Phenomenon~~~Vallee· The American Cyclopaedia, 1857-1 883 by George Ripley and Charles A. Oaila; Scientific Study of Unidentified Flying Objects by Edward
Condon; The UFO
·
by J. Allen Hynek; Inside tlie Space Ships by George Adamski; Angel,and Aliens by Keith Thompson; Ughtning in his Hand by Inez Hunt; U.S.
Geological Survey.

Some scientists
see a correlation
between UFO
sightings and the
locations of fault
lines. The friction
of the Earth's
tectonic plates
might produce
plasma energy
and, theoretically, unusual light
patterns. Here
are significant
fault lines in
Indiana:

Here are some of the official explanations for ·
these observed phenomena: Weather
balloons, hoaxes, planets, optical illusions,
meteor showers, NASA tests and migrating
geese. For some reports, no explanation
was offered.
STAR STAFF GRAPHIC I JOHN BIGELOW

SUN-STAR, Merced, CA- Aug. 20, 1992

Extraterrestrials?
Fire officials dismiss sightings, but Bill and Mark think they're real
obscured by foliage.
the air that long.''
Emerick, a ranch hand at the
What Emerick and pal Mark
Flying M Ranch near La
Davis, 29, claim to have seen
Paloma Road, was helping his
was one brilliantly lit
Fires that charred several
buddy fix the clutch on his truck spacecraft sporting some 15 to
acres of ranchland near
at
about
3:30a.m.
Wednesday
20
blue and white lights
Planada earlier in the month
when something caught their
hovering 300 to 400 feet above
were deliberately set, and Bill
the 22,000-acre ranch.
Emerick has a possible suspect attention.
-a UFO.
"None of us could figure out
When asked whether it could
what it was," said Emerick, 34. be a UFO, Emerick replied,
Fire prevention officials
"It was like nothing any of us
"That's the only thing that it
dismiss the notion of an
had ever seen before.
could be."
extraterrestrial arsonist,
suggesting instead that unusual
"It wasn't a plane. It wasn't a
Three other objects looking
sightings above the burned-over helicopter. The speed that it was more or less like spotlights were
fields may be nothing more than going ....:.. it was like a plane of
also hovering above, he said.
highway lights previously
that size couldn't have stayed in
By REBECCA TAYLOR
Staff Writer

Mark Davis, left, and Bill Emerick recall early morning
events that occurred at the Flying M Ranch.

rick said.
"They'd be flying along maybe 20 feet above the
"Where all the P¥ture was burned off that's
ground and then the light would be gone, then it'd
where these things were popping out from.,'
reappear again."
Nearly 5,000 acres were blackened on the ranch
Emerick and Davis also witnessed a great ball of earlier this month, in a blaze firefighters say was
light shining toward the back of the ranch. But deliberately set. .
when they ventured out in their truck to see where
"This is just a theory, but it's kind of like - if
the light was coming from , they say it disapthey did cause it - maybe they're looking for
peared.
something and maybe they burned the pasture off
"What's strange about it is this thing was sitting so they could find it," Emerick suggested.
back there, right where that fire was set," Erne"It was almost like these things were out there

DI SPATCH, Blairsville, PA - Sept. 3, 1992

searching for something."
Lynn Wychunas, fire prevention technician for
the Merced County Fire Department, offered an
alternative explanation .
" After the fire, with the growth removed, you
are able to see perhaps something in the distance
you weren't able to see with the growth," she said.
" More than likely it could have been a farmhouse they couldn't see before, and now they can
see the lights , or maybe they 're lights from Highway 140 or from SJ)l11e other little roads."

CR: S. Gordon

Sunday SightingWas NoUFO, But Bigfoot livesOn Chestnut Ridge
By JEFF HIMLER
It was apparently an IFO,
not a UFO, which had many
awe-struck residents in Indiana County and other parts of
the state calling police and
Stan Gordon Sunday nighl
Gordon, director of the
Greensburg-based Pennsy lvania Association for the Study
of the Unexplained, said "lots
and lots of calls" kept him
awake from about 8:30 p.m.,
when a flying fluorescent craft.
was spotted in Lawrence
County.
By late Monday morning, he
was still fielding inquiries
from reporters.
Although the verdict is still
out on some sightings, Crt>rdon
said, "This has turned out to
be an IFO (identified flying
objed)."
What most people saw, he
bel ieves, was a blimp operated
by the Glidden Paint Co.
During the range of time
when the sightings occurred, it
was
reportedly
travelin g
through the area at 40 mph .
It was headed from a golf
tou rnament in Akron . wh ere it

provided overhead camera
shots, to its base in New Jersey.
Specially designed for nighttime advertising, the blimp is
illuminated from inside by
powerful halogen light bulbs.
'That would have given it a
fluorescent effect," Crt>rdon
said. "Things that look very
common in the dayttme can
look very unusual at night.
"At night, you couldn't see
the markings on it."
Gordon was further convinced after comparing a video of
the blimp's maiden night voyage with footage on 'IV news·
casts.
But, he said, "There's still a
possibility something else was
seen."
As of fuesday mormng, Crt>rdon still had more · video to
view, and sightings were starting to fill his mailbox.
Crt>rdon noted th11t some
reports he receiv~ didn't
match the blimp's b ·aditional
elongated shape or steady
movemenl
"Some said it was wobbling
up and down or zig-zagging."
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Reports also were made of
"unusual flashes of light" near
Pittsburgh at about midnight.
By then the blimp would have
been far east.
Meanwhile, QQrdon is still
looking into the story of some
Westmoreland County motorists who claim to have seen a
UFO Aug. 14 while driving
along Rt. 22 in Indiana County.
They apparently saw the
object when they came within

view of the Homer City power
plant.
Gordon does nCit reveal witnesses' names, but said their
tale was convincing. "These
people were really shook up."
They spotted "a large triangular shape ahot·t 150 feet off
the ground. •
· It reportedly flew directly
over their vehicle, letting them
glimpse "structural beams and
white lights glowing."
Crt>rdon logg~ an almost
identical report from the same
vicinity in August 1991.
Several sources in the area
claimed to have seen military
jets flying overhead after last
month's incident.
UFO sightings have been
linked with the Homer City
plant since it was constructed.
But he could aot recall any
recent reports .from the Conemaugh power plant.
According to some nearby
residents, a new smokestack
scrubber unit th <! re resembles
a UFO once the su.n goes down .
Gordon noted triangular objects are becoming more common at night; mass sightings

of one were reported within 40
miles of Williamsport, Pa.• on
Feb.5.
Elusive earthbound creatures are also targets for Gordon's investigations.
Sightings of the legendary
Bigfoot around Chestnut Ridge
have been reported every year
since 1972. This year was no
exception.
Crt>rdon said the mysterious
being, which/who is usually
covered with dark brown hair
and may flash reddish eyes,
has put in appearances in Indiana, Westmoreland and Somerset counties in the last few
months.
In Indiana County, it was
accompanied by a strong odor.
No matter what reaction it
may cause in the humans it
encounters, Bigfoot seems to
have the same effect on pets
everywhere.
Initially "animals go crazy,w
Gordon notes. But as it gets in
close, "Even the most vicious
dog won't bark and won't
move.w
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JEFFERSON CO. LEADER, Port Townsend, WA - Aug. 26, 1992

Great Depression

Nighttime streak mystifies

Experts Are Perplexed By Circles
That Crop Up In Madison County

A bright yellow light with an
l)range streak flashed through the
Pacific: Northwest sky Tuesday,
Aug. 18, spurring reports from
Portland, Ore. to Vancouver, British Columbia.
·
"It was tremendous," said Kala
Point resident Jim deTarr, who
caught a two-second glimpse of
the light about 9:07p.m. He said
the 1ight, which he thought was a
meteor falling to earth, crossed
from the northeast to northwest.

By Charles Bosworth Jr.
01 the Post-Dispatch Staff

Large doughnut-shaped depressions have appeared two years
straight In a field of tall grass near
Troy, Ill., and$cient!sts can't figure
out what in the world - or outside
ot It - caused them.
"It makes no difference to me
whether these circles are natural
or made by some secret, government, high-tech devices, or by
what we all know as UFOs," says
Peter Bostrom, who owns land
near the rings and has brought scientists in to investigate. "I'd just
like to know why this phenomenon
happens In a small marsh in Madi·
son County, Ill., two years in a row.
I'd just like to know what's making
these circles."
Bostrom has documented the appearances of 40-foot and 35-foot
circles pressed into the same locations in the fields l1rO years in a
row. With Ute he!p ~ ew:perts, Bos·
trom has collected evidence that
would seem to link ·the depressions
with "crop circles" that have been
the subject of study, speculation
and publicity in England.
"Everyone I've talked to has
been unable to find any evidence
that these circles are a natural occurrence," Bostrom said. "Everyone says there bas been some kind
of energy applied here that has
pushed these plants down In such a
uniform way, aJI radiating out from
the center. They are not just lying
down and dying."
Bostrom, 44, owns the Lithic Casting
Lab in Troy. He makes reproductions
of archaeological artifacts for museums. universities and other sources
and is known internationally for his
work . He said he has brought the same
scientific approach to his study of the
circles. which are in marshes next to
the farmland he owns south of Troy .
Bostrom said he has become particularly interested in the crop circles m
England. He has heard of similar circles appearing in eastern lllinois and
southwestern Missouri but has seen no
documentation on them.
Spokesmen for the agriculture departments in lllinois and Missouri say
they have no reports of crop circles in
either state.
The circles near Troy were shown
to Bostrom in June 1991 by the farmers. Bostrom said he documented
what he found and began talking to
experts about it. The circles reappeared last June in exactly the same
spots, he said. Smaller and less defined circles, 9 feet and 24 feet in
diameter, also showed up nearby, he
said .
The iarger circles are 192 feet
apart, both in 6-foot stands of a plant
called sweet flag. Only that plant
seems to be affected; stands of cattails
and sedge at the perimeter of the circles were not pushed over. In fact, the
sweet flag was pushed down around
the bottoms of the other plants in a
way that gave the edge of the circle a
sculloped eHect.
In the middle of the circles - like
the hole in a doughnut- stands or the
sweet flag were unaffected and stood
tall; one still held a bird's nest.
The grass had been pushed down
toward the edges of the circles in a
uniform pattern, almost like the effect
created by floodwater. But Bostrom
and others said water or wind could
not have created that effect in perfect
circles that pushed over a specific
plant.
Bostrom said the grass in the circles
was a rich, dark green at first, then
slowly turned brown. It returned to
gree n be fore the second occurrence,
he sa id. a nd is beginning to turn brown
a ga m.
A bioph ys icist and a chemist consulted by Bostrom said there have
been structural and chemical changes
in th e swe et flag . They could not find
an y natural forces that would have
caused th e changes.
W .C. Leve ngood of Grass Lake,
Mich ., a biophysicist who runs a private consulting laboratory, said in an
interv1ew that he found structural
changes in mi croscopi c pits in the cell
w a ll 5 of th e pla nts Bostrom collected.

The cells expanaed oy as much as 50
percent, with the percentages varying
i!'l differe!lt parts of the cir~s.
Levengood said the edges of the
leaves also were wrinkled oddly, a bit
like the way a length of crepe paper
wrinkles when stretched on one side.
He called those changes remark·
able, and said the only way he could
reproduce them was to apply a rapid
burst of heat in a microwave oven .
"These are definite changes in the
plants' anatomy," Levengood said in a
telephone interview. "There is no way
a hoaxer can do it; they wouldn't even
know about these changes in the mi·
croscopic cells of the plant."
He said the changes in the plants
from Troy were consistent with
changes researchers have found in
the plants in the circles in England.
"This is a representation of a force
that has been applied," he said "The
fields register this force . The idea is to
figure out what the force is and what it
does."
He said his conclusions do not mandate some intelligence behind the application of the force - like an alien
space ship. He said there could be
unknown, natural forces responsible.

His "wild speculation" is that it is related to changes in electromagnetic
forces found in the ionosphere, the
highest level of the atmosphere
around the Earth .
"I also want to say that I don't belong to any damned group of UFO
believers or circle followers," Levengood said . "I went into this with no
preconceived notions. I went into it
simply to find out if there was anything different about the plants inside
the circles from the plants outside the
circle."
Sherry Yarkosky, a chemist trained
in plant physiology who works for AI·
vey Laboratori es in Bell e ville. said
she ran mineral tests on pl a nts sent by

"I've seen shooting stars before," deTarr said. "This was truly
spectacular.· Its core was bright
yeHow and the outside was orange with a long streak."
Numerous ca11s about the
streak were received by the National Unidentified Flying Object
(UFO) Reporting Center in Seattle, according to a program
spokesman. The UFO Center reports the light was ascending so
it could not have been a meteor or

Bostrom. The affected plants showed
sodium levels twice as high as unaffected plants, and there was a 5 percent decrease in nitrogen content.
She called the changes "very peculiar from a physiological standpoint. "
She said she never had seen chemical
changes of that sort. "There's no natural phenomenon I've ever seen that

space hardware descending into
the earth's atmosphere.
"The object was seen ascending into the sky, and it was seen
a very short duration of time,"
the spokesman said Aug. 20. "We
know there were no aircraft reported in the vicinity. We record
the object as an unexplained
sighting."

would lay down the plants that way, in
a perfect circle," she said .
She also rejected suggestions that
the effect could be caused by underground water tables or other geological changes.
"I don't even think this is manmade," she said. "I see something we
cannot explain."

SUN-TIMES, Chicago, IL - Sept. 24, 1992 n

MYSTERIOUS CIRCLES: A Downstate
Troy researcher who studies mysterious circles in
farm fields says four circles this summer in a field
near Troy were not caused by humans. animals or the
wind. George Wingfield does not know the cause, but
says he's sure the circles were not caused by aliens
from outer space.
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Karen Elshout/Post-Dispatch
Peter Bostrom standing Tuesday in a field near Troy, Ill., where two doughnut-shaped depressions, 35 and
40 feet across, have appeared.

Fieldwork: Experts Divided On Circles
By Charles Bosworth Jr.
Of the Post-Dispatch Staff

Experts who have studied mysterious
circles and odd designs in fie!ds aroui1G the
world said Tuesday that the large doughnut-shaped depressions in a marsh near
Troy, Ill., bear similarities.
But they disagree strongry on whether
there is some strange phenomenon at work
or just pranksters.
An investigative writer who has studied
paranormal matters, Joe Nickell of Lexington . Ky., said Tuesday that he has concluded that the hundreds of circles reported in
England, Canada, Japan. Australia, the
United States and other countries are manmade.
"Crop-circle phenomenon, as we know it,
is a hoax phenomenon - pure and simple," he said .
Not so, says Linda Moulton Howe of Huntingdon Valley, Pa., an independent producer and writer who made a television
documentary for the Fox Network called
" UFO Report: Sightings," a nd wrote a book
called " An Alien Harvest. "
Howe said that she was in England stud ying th e circl es until Aug. J. She believes

that the charges that they all are hoaxes
have been discredited completely. She said
the worst hoax was the claim by two landscapers mat they had made all the circles
for 13 years as a prank.
The Post-Dispatch reported Tuesday
that a businessman near Troy has investi·
gated two circular depressions 35 and 40
feet across that he said appeared the past
two years in a marsh near his property
south of Troy .
The businessman - Peter Bostrom,
owner of the Lithic Casting Lab - took
pictures of the circles and had the plants in
them studied by experts. Scientists said
there was no apparent explanation for the
significant structural and chemical
changes they found.
A biophysicist said he could re-create
the effect only with a rapid application of
heat.
Bostrom said he is convinced the circles
are not a hoa x.
No natural forces such as wind or water
could ha ve swept over the tall plants called sweet flag - so uniformly, while
leaving ad jace nt sta nds of cattails and
sed ge untou c hed. he insiste d.

Nickell, whose books include an inquiry
about the controversial Shroud of Turin
and who teaches technical writing at the
University of Kentucky , said people have
re-created the circles that others claim
were made by some powerful force such as
an alien space ship.
Those who believed in the circles held a
contest in England in July, Nickell said,
and watched as hoaxers faithfully re-created dozens or patterns.
He said the description of the circles at
Troy offered some unusual characteristics.
But he said he would classify them as hoaxes unless another explanation could be
found.
Howe, on the other hand , said scientific
studies have proved that the circles were
caused "by some kind of heat energy rapidly applied to these plants from outside."
She has talked to Bostrom about the circles
near Troy, and she said they are similar to
what she saw in England.
" ! say you can't exclude the probability
of a very advanced intelligence here. " she
said . " None of us can prove that yet. But
these circles are not explicable a~ human
hoaxes. This is a serious global mvstery ...
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CR: S. Gordon

UFO Watcher: Local Sightings 'Unexplained'
ByL.LEEJANSSEN
Sun-Gazette Staff
A "wave" of flying objects that
attracted the attention of area
residents last Feb. 5 did not involve commercial or military aircraft and remains inexplicable,
according to an investigator
from the Mutual UFO Network.
In a report on "The Williamsport Wave," Dr. Samuel D. Greco , a MoWlt Carmel-based MUFON investigator, concluded the
slow-moving, low-flying object or
objects that rattled houses from
Cogan Station to Selinsgrove
"must remain unexplained."
Greco based his report on interviews with 13 witnesses from
a four-coWlty area. His is an international scientific group devoted to researching the unidentified flying object phenomenon.
"The witnesses ... were working-class people: managers, fac-

·--

Flying objects ur fleeting fancy? The MUFON UFO
Journal, the official publicatwn of the Mutual UFO
Network, recently published Dr. Samuel D. Greco's
cover story on 'VJhe Williamsport Wave," a series of
unidentified sightings in local skie.'l last February.
Greco s-upplied the Sun-GazeUe with a copy of his final report, which is the basis for this story.
tory workers, mechanics, nursing assistant, home health
service worker, hospital unit
desk clerk, college student,
housewives and retirees," he
wrote in his report, a copy of
which he sent to the SWlGazette.
"They were of good character,
honest, religious, sincere in
what they said, not given to exaggeration and they were able to
describe what was seen clearly

and factually," he wrote.
Other witnesses saw the object or heard the noise it made,
Greco said, noting ·those witnesses called local authorities.
A majority of the skywatchers
reported a boomerang-shaped
object that appeared to be 100 to
150 feet in length. They described the sound produced by
the object as a "loud rumbling
noise," Greco reported.
The object's speed was de-

scribed as "very slow," about
that of a "fast walking pace,"
· and was low to the groWld, flying at about 50 to 100 feet overhead, he wrote.
The majority of the sightings
lasted from three to five minutes, a time that is considered to
be "long" for a UFO sighting, he
wrote. But that longer time also
allowed witnesses to view the
object more thoroughly and be
more positive in their statements about it.
Most witnesses reported the
object "faded away" over ·the
Bald Eagle MoWltain, and about
one third of them reported it
hovered for up to five minutes in
some areas.
The times and locations of the
sightings suggest more than one
object was in the sky at any one
time, Greco noted.
"At four different locations,

ISLANDER, Pensacola Beach, FL - Sept. 4, 1992

VVdliiistoryR.epeat:Itsel:f?
By Bland Pugh
Last August 15, '91 was the
beginning of a quiet time for the Gulf
Breeze Research Team, for 18 days
the skies over th~ Breeze and
Pensacola Beach were missing its
now famous visitor. On September
1, '91, however, a sighting of great
significance occurred over Pensacola
Bay. The "Ring" or the "port holes"
appeared for the first time. This
phenomenon continued to appear for
almost three months, and as the year
progressed, on occasion. We are
again in somewhat of a dry spell. The
UFO we are used to seems to have
gone on a sabbatical for awhile, but
reports continue to come in from individuals thatreportsightings in other
locations. Will something as spectacular or even more awesome replace the silence for The Gulf Breeze
Research Team?
South Shoreline Park has not
been completely abandoned by the
UFO, on August 23, the UFO made
an appearance for about six witnesses,
it appeared to the east between Shoreline Park and the Bob Sikes Bridge, it
appeared low in the sky, the witnesses stated the object moved up
and just hovered in one spot for quite
sometime before fading out some
three minutes later. Witnesses observing the UFO through binoculars
stated that the object appeared to be
amber in color, and the size of a street
light, these witnesses also stated that
there was a red light in the center of
the object and on the bouom. it also
appeared to be spinning. Other witnesses stated that what tl.ey observed,
through binoculars as well, appeared
to be triangular, another said it was
almost "U " shaped.
The se
skywatchers are veteran observers
and continued to search the skies for
the telltail strobing and blinking
marker lights of aircraft, but found
none.
The strobing light, if you remember, was reported at Shoreline
Park about two weeks ago, this phenomenon was reported again to this
writer by a couple ...they were on the
Three Mile Bridge at the time of the
sighting driving towards Gulf Breeze

and looked towards the right portion
of the land when they saw a brilliant
whiteellipticallightflashon, itmoved
at a veryrapidratetowardstheSouthwest, stopped; disappeared, then
reappeared and again dashed off towards the Southwest, the action was
repeated a third time before disappearing altogether. The witnesses
said the light left a very faint trail of
light as it moved, the whole thing
reminded the gentleman of a Morse
code signal. _._._. or dot dash, dot
dash, dot dash .
Another sighting was reported
by the wife of Joe Barron, MUFON
Directoroflnvestigations for the State
of FL, as follows .
UFO OR UO sighted near Villa
Venyce.
At about 2:30 a.m . on August
30, Doreen Barron who lives in Villa
Venyce got up to get a drink of water.

While she was looking through her
kitchen window, which faces west in
thedirectionofHwy. 98, she noticed
a very bright green light hovering
about lO or 12 degrees on the horizon
at about 90 degrees. She said it was
very big, and if she extended a pencil, heldatarm'slength, theeraseron
the pencil would have been the same
size. When asked about distance,
she estimated that the light was somewhere between Highway 98 and East
Bay. However, she cautioned, that's
only a rough estimate. The light was
very bright green, at one time it
appeared "fuzzy " and also appeared
to move to one side. She was not too
sure about the movement, as she said
that it might have been her eyes playing tricks on her. The entire time that
the light appeared is estimated at ten
to fifteen minutes.
that seems to be the extent of the

sightings for now. The skywatches
are continuing and GBRT sets up

somewhere in the area, between the
Three Mile Bridge, and Pensacola
Beach, we have plans to be even
more strategically located, and will
be on several watch sights each night.
If you would like to go on one of our
sky watches call our hotline 4 38-3261 ,
and someone will return your call
with the information. Also remember if you have a sighting please call
our hotline, strict confidentiality is
observed.
One last bit of information, coming soon will be some very exciting
speakers at the monthly MUFON
meeting, beginning in November
our meetings will be on Sunday afternoons at3:00 p.m. -6:00p.m. Keep
your eyes to The Islander for more
important news ... and keep looking
up, and behind you.

ob~ flying less than

500 feet
in altitude were observed at approximately the same time," he
stated. "These observations
were miles apart and could not
be seen by the witnesses at each
site. Visual contact could not be
made because of small moWltains between them ."
"In trying to comprehend a
meaningful solution to what was
observed in the evening sky, a
good analysis will deduce also
what the object is not," Greco
wrote.
He determined the object was
not a commercial or military
aircraft.
The shapes reported by the
witnesses have been seen many
times in the U.S. and other
coWltries of the world, he
reported.
Witnesses offour sightings reported that the UFO "abruptly
disappeared" from sight in less
than a second and was not seen
thereafter, Greco noted.
"There are no known aircraft
in the world which can abruptly
disappear as reported by the
witnesses," he wrote.
As for explanations outside of
aircraft, Greco was not able to
come up with any.
"The object appeared to be under inteJligent control because it
flew in a straight line, it made
turns, it hovered for various
lengths of time, it abruptly disappeared from visual contact, it
flew at a dedicated altitude and
it flew at an unusual slow
speed," he wrote.
"No rational or reasonable explanation has been advanced for
any man-made object or astronomical object, event or condition," he wrote.
"Perhaps with additional data
from future sightings, it may be
possible to draw a definitive conclusion for some form of flying
object. Until that time, what the
witnesses have seen must remain unexplained."

CR: M. Meadows
Wall also explained that
the circular track the flying
object made while nearest
him was to avoid some pine
trees before it set course
across the nearby cornfield.
"The lights got brighter and
brighter as it circled," he said.
He added that, about 45
minutes prior to observing the
slowly in a southeast direcUFO rise from behind the
tion and, when on the east
trees to the north of the Wall
side of the house executed a
residence, he noticed some
circular turn, ending up about
low-to-the-ground flashes of
100 yards in front of Wall
light in that area but thought
before continuing southeast
nothing about them other than
across a cornfield and then
they
indicated a rain might be
disappearing from sight.
on the way.
The UFO was "moving at a
"I've heard about UFOs bewalking pace, stayed just
ing seen and haven't believed
above treetop height and was
in view for about 6 minutes,"
much of it in the past, but I do
Komarek said in his report.
now." Walls said.
"The object was well deKomarek mdicated, Tuesfined
by
brownish-white
day, that he was made aware
lights around its circumferof last week's UFO sightings
ence of about 15 feet, it was
in a round-about way, the
about I 0 feet thick, and had a
Walls being a little bit retimuch brighter white light on
cent about discussing what
they saw with acquaintances
top," Komarek reponed after
contacting Wall on Friday,
because they didn't think anySept. 4th.
one would believe them.
On his visit to the Wall resInstead, they called a relaidence, Komarek and Jimmy
tive in another state who then
·Wall checked a power line
notified an acquaintance who
easement clearing beyond the
was involved in MUFON rewoods over which Wall first
porting. That MUFON memnoticed the light, but could
ber then contacted Komarek
find no evidence of a landing.
who got in touch with Jimmy
"I was pretty scared, but I
Wall last Friday to get his recalmed down in time to run in
port so it could be added to
the house and get a camera to
MUFON's records.
take a picture," Wall said,
"I hope that anyone sighting an unidentified flying obTuesday afternoon, while discussing his UFO experience.
ject in this area in the future
Komarek had reported earlier
will contact me immediately
at 377-7088," Komarek said,
that Wall had given him the
while discussing the most refilm to be developed.
cent double sighting.

MESSENGER, Cairo, GA - Sept. 9, 1992

More Local Sightings
Of UFOs Reported
Komarek Sending
Information To
MUFON
Two unidentified flying ob(UFOs) were sighted on
successive nights at virtually
the same location last week,
by two members of the same
family, Ed Komarek, Jr.,
State Section Director for
Mutual Unidentified Flying
Object Network (MUFON),
reponed this week, adding
that he had made contact with
the sighters to obtain information to file with MUFON.
Earl J. Wall, Rt. l, Whigham, who lives about three
miles north of Whigham,
made the first sighting on
Wednesday night, Sept. 2nd,.
He commented when contacted by a Messenger reporter,
this week, "I was in the Air
Force for four years and during that time I became familiar with all types of aircraft
but I never saw anything like
that before ."
Mr. Wall described what he
saw as an object about as
long as his house with a tail
but no wings and a li ght on
the tail. When first noticed it
appeared to be a star but began moving closer from the

j~ts

. north at a fairly slow speed
until it passed over his house
at an estimated height of 300
feet, giving him an excellent
view of its outline.
The object continued moving southward until some distance away from the Wall residence
before
turning
eastward.
"It made very little noise
and was wierd," Wall said,
adding that he took cover under a pine tree as it passed
over him. He didn't intend to
say anything about it because
he knew others would not believe him, but decided to report it after his son, Jimmy's
experience the following
night.
He had called his son from
the house to observe the UFO
but by the time Jimmy
reached the yard, the object
was indistinguishable.
But Jimmy Wall had his
own report to make after his
experience with an unidentified flying object just 24
hours later, -last Thursday
night, September 3rd.
According to Komarek's
report, Jimmy Wall first
sighted the UFO about 9:45
p.m. when a light began rising from behind some trees to
the nonh of the Wall resi dence. The object moved
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Fascinating UFO Study to Stretch the Imagination
BOOKS

Patricia Holt
Angels and Aliens: UFOs and the
Mythic Imagination
By Keith Thompson
Addison-Wesley, 283 pages, $19.95

f you've been marveling at the
swimmers at the Olympics who
Iundulate
so beautifully underwa-

ter that they seem amphibious,
"Angels and Aliens" is for you.
The book is not about Olympic
swimmers, though an amazing link
is suggested by Aptos writer Keith
Thompson between athletes who
push the seeming limits of human
capacity and people who believe
they have seen Unidentified Flying Objects.
To understand that link, it
doesn't matter whether you be-

lieve in UFOs, though I guarantee
that "Angels and Aliens," no matter what your beliefs, is the most
fascinating book ever written on
the subject.

'Saucerology'
Thompson believe.." that the
way human beings think about
alien beings visiting Earth is just as
remarkable as the phenomenon of
UFOs itself. It seems that the ritualistic nature of sightings, encoun-

ters and abductions in UFO literature (be calls it "saucerology") first
attracted Thompson's attention.
"Whenever there is a sighting,
all the books and TV reports say
the same thing," Thompson commented in a recent interview. "Aq
~xtraordinary 'something' is seen
m the sky. The witnesses come
forth to testify. Then the debunk.
ers appear to say you couldn't have
seen tb~ ~nter the p~ponents,

RIVERFRONT TIMES, St. Louis, HO - Sept. 30-0ct. 6, 1992

OUT Of THf CIRCUlAR fllf
W

ile lecturer George Wingfield fielded
uestions last Thursday night at the
University of Missouri here, Pete
Bostrum of Troy, Ill., reconnoitered from the
back row of ] .C. Penney Auditorium.
"There is no answer to it," observed
Bostrum, in response to the evening's program.
Wingfield, an English astronomer and former
computer analyst, had just concluded a lengthy
slide presentation entitred The Crop Circle
Enigma.
The mysterious phenomenon captivates
both men.
806truM"5 illkr!!St grew 111ftv<f.CICif' cin:ulv
formatio11s developed twice in the last two
years amid the same stand of sweet flag, an
aquatic plant that thrives in a marshy area near
his rurallllinois property. Wingfield, who now
devotes his time to lecturing and researching
crop circles, toured the site last week as a guest
of the Southern Illinois Mutual Unidentified
Flying Object Network (MUFON) .
"I wasn't even in the crop-drcle business in
1986," Wingfield told the audience. That's the
year that he and his family first visited one of
the circular depressions that dot the English
rural landscape each summer. The geometric
patterns have been inexplicably forming in
English grain fields since the late 1970s, leading
some to believe they have extraterrestrial origins. At the time of his first encounter with the
phenomenon, Wingfield told his wife he would
doubtlessly be able to explain the circles within
a day . Like Bostrum, however, the scientist
hasn't come up with any answers yet.
Wingfield has, however, carved a career out of
the unknown.
Outside the auditorium, his spouse hawked
~rd~

pectnnts, "f~, A'tapz;..

and books. Inside the lecture hall, droning
new-age music lulled the audience before the
engagement. Then, as the crop-circle expert
took the stage, the house lights went down and,
from within the eerie cast of the podium light,
Wingfield began to speak in his proper British
accent. The weirdness he described over the
next two hours - with the aid of dozens of
color slide projections - provoked a few giggles and caused one extremely obese man to
begin snoring.
There was, nevertheless, one intriguing cosmic coincidence to Wingfield's appearance and
the announcement of the touted Troy circles.
Although the Illinois circles appeared again
this June - as they purportedly had last year
- word of them wasn't published in the St .
Louis Post-Dispatch until Sept. 15 and 16, the
week before the English crop-circle expert's lecture here.
In a Sept. 23 story about Wingfield's tour of
the Troy site, the Belleville News-Democrat
reported that MUFON "decided to keep quiet
about the discovery because it wanted to do
additiona' research and maintain a cooperative
arrangement with the farmer, free of interference from curious trespassers." The same story
indicated Bostrum was a member of MUFON.
In a telephone interview last Friday,
Bostrum said the News-Democrat account was
filled with errors. One of the alleged mistakes
was the date of the circle's first appearance.
The Belleville paper indicated June 16, whereas
Bostrum told the RFT the circles were discovered on June 6.
The 10-day difference would seem of little
significance, if not for an article published in
the June 1991 MUFON Journal . The cover story of
that edition details a mystical view of crop circles based heavily on a lecture delivered by
Wingfield last year in San Francisco . The
account refers to several children in the
Yugoslavian town of Medjugorje who had
received divine messages coinciding with
visions of the Virgin Mary.
One of the Medjugorje prophecies indicated
the Virgin Mary would leave a permanent

'E~tlc

mark on the Earth on June 6, 1991.

Lr

st Thursday night, using a pool cue to
pointout details in his coior-slide presentaion, Wingfield mention~d other apocalypiic slg.t~ 11\wt can be discerned from -aerial
views of the English crop circles. Among the
most prevalent, according to the cerealogist, are
replications of the Celtic cross, an ancient
Otristian symbol.
Because English crop circles often correspond with the observance of anomalous nocturnal li~hts, the phenomenon has also attract- .
Ed~~oliiFOeot>:usi.._ Tlaisisel9o
true in Troy, Ill., where Bostrom claims a few of
his neighbors witnessed unexplainable lumi ..
nous objects in the night sky around the time
the circles first appeared in 1991.
There is another apparent similarity
between the Troy circles and many of those
found in England. British formations frequently
appear in proximity to archaeological sites like
Stonehenge. The Troy circles are within 15
miles of Cahokia Mounds, the oldest American
prehistoric Indian site north of Mexico .
Whereas the rough Troy circle formed in
marshy conditions amid a 5-foot-tall stand of
sweet flag, the more precis~ English patterns
usually form in wheat, barley and rye fields
before harvesting. The crop circles form almost
exclusively at night.
Proliferation of increasingly complex symbols has led to speculation that the entire phenomenon is a hoax . Last year, two elderly
English landscape painters, David Chorley and
Doug Bower, claimed to have trampled hundreds of patterns in 13 years by using two
wooden boards, a piece of string and wire gun
sr,Ns ztti'Kf\_. tobasellau caps.
Admitting so me crop circles are frauds,
Wingfield insists most are not. The intricately
weaved swirls of bent but unbroken wheat,
typical inside English crop circles, are impossible to duplicate by hoaxers, he says. Wingfield
alleges the hoaxes themse lves are a part of a
covert disinformation campaign sponsored by
several national governments and the Vatican
to cover up what is really transpiring.
Although the papal-conspiracy theory can't
be verified, there is some mathematical and scientific evidence to substantiate Wingfield's
assertion that the circles are not all simple
hoaxes.
Astronomer Gerald S . Hawkins, for
instance, studied the dimensions of 18 English
grain formations and found 11 examples where
their ratios precisely equaled those that define
the eight tones of the diatonic scale - the white
key on a piano. From his research, Hawkins
also deduced five new geometric theorems not
found in standard Euclidean geometry or anywhere else.
Although most ortho<!ox scientists consider
the field verboten, there a1·e a few in England,
Japan and the United States currently researching possible natural causes for the phenomenon.
One scientist both Bostrum and Wingfield
have relied on is Michigan biophysicist W.C.
Levengood. He is a respected specialist in seed
and plant development. After separate tests, of
both Troy , Ill. , sweet flag and grain fr "m
English crop circles, Levengood came to this
conclusion: The cells of the affected plants had
expanded by as much as 50 percent because of
a very brief exposure to heat - 300 to 500
degrees Fahrenheit for a millisecond, according
to Bostrum.
"What we're to make of it," says Wingfield,
"I still don't know . There's a very real phenomenon going on - we still don't know what
it is."
There is one certainty in Bostrum's view,
however. "Just tell them it's not-the wind."
- C.D . Stelzer

CR: R. Nelke

wbo bring on researchers to say
yes, this fits the patterns we've
been observing. The debunkers argue and point to their researchers.
Everyone bas a role."
Thompson says be is neither a
proponent or debunker of the
UFO phenomenon, but be's clearly
its most avid student. In the book,
the odd-numbered chapters follow
the history of UFOs from the first
saucer sighting in 1947 by a Boise,
Idaho pilot, to saucer landings, the
·appearance of dwarflike aliens,
the emergence of the "alien abduction motif" in 1957, famous
"strange encounters" with bystanders such as Barney and Betty
Hill in 19tH and telepathic kidnappings in which photos were allegedly taken by victims such as Florida developer Ed Walters in 1987-8.

Dra•a'

Over and over, the dynamics
between believers and nonbelievers, the role of secondary players
(scientists, the military, the media),
and the tension between the fantastic and the mundane becomes
increasingly dramatic. "I began to
think of this a1 epic drama," says
Thompson. "It's as if the whole
thing were happening on stage.
Not only is the original event ~
~
the UFO - a display with its vast
u
H
volume of light and energy, so is
z
the lining up on both sides of those
0
who say 'it's real!' and those who
~
u
say, 'it's not real!' "
BY ERIC WSE/ THE CHIIONICLE
Keith Thompson: The history of
The meaning of this "lining up"
is the focus of Thompson's evenUFO sightings is 'epic drama'
numbered chapters, in which his
explorations range from the psychological significance of UFOs
(Carl Jung, be says, believed UFOs
signalled "the end of an era" in the
collective unconscious), to the religious (in one Tibetan religion "the
ecstatic transcendence of gravity"
defies scientific explanation) and
mythological: The Greek god Hermes, be says, perfectly expresses
our ambivalence about the real vs.
unreal, mind over matter, fantastic vs. mundane, evidence vs. belief.
Thompson takes that ambivalence to a higher plane. He shows
Editor, ThPJnurnal :
bow UFOs can happen, and be
Can the several hundred U.S. govshows bow UFOs can be an invenernment-owned news-and-information of the mind. He sees aliens
tion media called military comnwrcoming to planet Earth, and be
cial-enterprise newspapers engage
sees human beings trying to "elewith impunity in the arbitrary rejecvate" themselves into the universe
tion/censorship of letters to the edito meet them.
tor submitted by readers on matters
of public interest?
That's the crux of a problem now
coming to a head with my recent
submission of letters to four such
newspapers in the region .
Each letter deals with an aspect of
what appears to be a taboo subject
for the pages of these newspapers:
the role of U.S. military personnel in
collecting, analyzing and disseminating hard-core evidence of encounters with alien aircraft.
For example , the letter to the
Walter Reed Army Medical Center's
Stripe newspaper seeks whistleblower testimony on medical data
derived from the celebrated case of
an alien craft that crash-landed near
Roswell , N.M., in July 1947.
In her r€Uection of the 100-word
letter, the Stripe editor gave such
specious reasons as ( 1) too small a
newspaper to run it and (2) too remote a topic for reader interest. My
letter of appeal to the WRAMC commander has yet to elicit a response.
Meantime , none of the other
newspapers has seen fit to run the
letter sent to it.
The next logical step: to mount a
legal challenge to such official censhorship. Accordingly, any reader
who desires to contribute funds or
otherwise give support to the challenge is urged to contact me at the
Military Newspaper Litigation Project, 351 R Martha Custis Drive, Alexandria, Va. 22302.
LARRY W . BRYANT

Alexandria

'loltiler' Legenll
At this point he offers the parable of the fish. "One day a fish
spots the bobber of a fishing line
and tells his friends about it. They
scoff at first, but then another fish
sees a bobber, and soon the legend
of the bobber grows. Then another
fish gets booked and is hauled up
out of its atmosphere into alien
bands that prod, poke and eventually throw him back. When be tells
the other fish about his 'abduction,' some become proponents
and some debunkers.
"What's happening here is the
meeting of two worlds. The bobber
is like the saucer- it becomes legendary because of its promise that
transition is possible. It shows us
that developing lungs to live on
land and in water, that pulling out
latent gifts inside us to make mind
and matter the same thing could
be part of our evolution."
That's where the Olympics
come in. When Thompson watches
magnificent athletes breaking records by a fraction of a second every four years, be sees all of humanity edging closer to the
"metanormal,'' that state where
mind and matter meet, where the
"superhuman" is possible. Believe
it or not, every time we wonder
about a UFO, the same challenge
presents itself. If you don't believe
it, read the magnificent "Angels
a:.d Aliens" and see.
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FOREIGN NEWS
STAR-PHOENIX, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada
Aug. 7, 1992

A BRISBANE couple's passionate midnight rendezvous on a
beach was interrupted ·
-by a UFO.
The couple's clinch
was cut short when a
bright saucer-shaped
object hovered overhead before disappearing in a flash.
"The UFO · caught
them in a very embarrassing situation." said
Dr Martin Gottschall,
of
UFO
Research
Queensland.
The North Stradbroke

By IAN CAMPBELL

found the sky lit up by a
bright, green light.

Island
inddent
is
among a spate of UFO
sightings
being investigated by Dr Gottschall and his team.
"In a recent fortnight
we had more reported
UFO sightings in the
Brisbane area than we
would normally get in a
year," he said.
In another incident,
three teenagers camping
out for the night in Samford Valley suddenly

One · of the youngsters, Andrew Cocks, 13,
said: "We looked up
and saw a green disklike object above us. It
·was quite frightening
and we didn't dare
mOve - it just hovered
over us."
Andrew, of Samford,
and his two friends,
Eamon Perry and Warren Swanston. watched
spellbound as the 3G40cm object hovered for

Bizarre circle in field
continues to perplex·
-sP Photo by Richard Marjan

Flattened field haa Phyllis Colllna puzzled

Circle in alfalfa field
difficult to explain
Phyllis Collins was reluctant to
use the acronym UFO.
But clearly an unidentified flying object came to mind when she
looked over the unexplained circle
in her alfalfa field just south .of
Saskatoon Thursday.
University researchers were
withholding comment until they
got a look at it.
It could be related to the storm
that blew through the area
Wednesday night.
Then again, it might not.
"I haven 't got a clue .. . " said
Collins as she looked over the
three-metre wide circle of flattened alfalfa.
"Do you think it was a UFO? "
she was asked·.
"I don 't know," she replied.
"What do you think it is?"
Herman Austenson, a U of S
crop sciences professor, was
asked the same question.
He wanted to look at it.
Austenson has checked out dozen of circles and still hasn't
reached a conclusion other than
most of them could never have
been caused by ''dust devils" as
some have suggested.
Dust devils. spinning winds, are
incapable of doing some of these
things , said Austenson.

There were no reports of spinning winds Wednesday night when
a storm blew through Saskatoon.
And Austenson chuckled when
asked if it could have been left by
a UFO.
"Some people say they are
work of UFOs .. .I don't have an
explanation."
He ~ave no indication of
dismissmg the idea of UFOs.
Among the circles he has looked
at were those in previous years in
the Prince Albert area.
"I'd like to see one being
formed ... it's very strange."
Vic Gossen, weather service
specialist, said while there were
reports of strong winds, there
were no funnel clouds or tornados
in the Saskatoon area.
Collins said the circle wasn't in
the field Wednesday.
"The crop is about 15 inches (37
centimetres ) high and it's flattened in the circle which is about
15 feet (five metres) across," said
Phyllis.
Recent reports say 'there were
87 sets of circles, rings and other
shapes discovered, flattened or
dug into fields across North
America last year.
A Winnipeg researcher is now
calling them UGMs - unidentified ground markings.

It's just strange.
That's how Herman Austenson, a University of Saskatchewan crop sciences profes~ sor, described the circle in an
§
alfalfa field just south of Sasko oo atoon.
~ ~
Phyllis Collins found the

~

~~~:d~tr~Wa ~i~~~~~a~~

flat~
"It's not like your typical ce~ co real field circle. It 's not as clear
H
§ cut," said Austenson.
ffi u It's roughly the same size and
§5
it's the same simple single cir~
cle as has been found in other
~
Saskatchewan fields.
~
Austenson, who has checked
ell
out dozens of circles. has no theories "that hold water" on how
the circles were formed.
ell

One possible explanation is a
local tornado just dropped out
of the sky at that spot and went
back up. It's not the usual evidence of a tornado, but they do
strange things, he said.
The Saskatoon weather office
didn't receive any reports of
funnel clouds or tornadoes in
the area Wednesday night.
There were reports of strong
winds.
"It's all a mystery until
somebody sees something, has
a good photo or witnesses a
UFO or pranksters or something else causing them," said
Austenson.

about half a minute.
then disappeared.
Dr Gottschall, who has
prepared a detailed re- .
port into some of the
sightings, believes the
UFOs were occupied by
aliens.
He believes they could
have been conducting a
scan of "human mental,
emotiDnal or physical
conditions".
But his view was labelled ridiculous by John
Ross. senior lecturer in
physics at the University of Queensland
"I am an astronomer
and we tend to look at
the sky a lot. Believers
in flying saucers tend to
avoid us because no astronomer I know of has
ever seen e. fiyi.ng saucer," Dr Ross said.
"Sure.
there
are
plenty of · unidentified
flying objects; but I'm
sure that all of them
could be explained. The
most
irrational explanation is to say theJ
are
flying
saucera
driven along by aliena."

-WOODHOUSE

CHAD, Mansfield, England - Aug. 19, 1992

CR: T. Good

Langwith UFO could have
been experimental airship
Theories abound about the origins of the Langwith, UFO as
experts to eye-witnesses give their
reason of what could have flown
over Devonshire Drive one starry
night.
Since the four Langwith friends
spotted the large black UFO, they
have been interviewed by chairman
of the Mansfield UFO Group Mark
Trueman.
Mr Trueman plans to make a full
report of the sighting and add it to
other sightings from the Shirebrook 'hotspot' area.
Meanwhile , Blidworth designer
of experimental aircraft Frank
Sharman thinks the UFO may have
been a gyro stat- a high speed pressure airship - being tried late at
night by another amateur designer.
Mr Sharman says he has witnessed a couple of UFO sightings,
but is convinced that almost all
such strange craft have more

Flashback to last week's Chad.
discovery.
Mark Haywood, of the Scientific
UFO Research Association,
declines to reveal what the object
could have been, but is storing the
information on a computer programme for future analysis.
Scientific discovery
Mr Haywood is currently pre"Only that our efforts on earth are ocuppied with investigating crop
very much over-rated as points of circles at Shirebrook, Pleasley and
interest to people who must have Mansfield Woodhouse.
better things to do with their space
He is asking for people who have
time than buzz over our heads I"
seen balls of light or heard strange
Another UFO expert is treating noises or felt earth tremors to conthe incident as a serious scientific tact him on Mansfield 632622.
earthly origins.
"This does not mean I believe we
are the only race of beings in the
vastness of space capable of aerial
or space travel," he said.
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CR: M. Strainic

Planning UFO theme park
A "UFO theme park". complete
11ith a UFO museum, has bt'en
~decteJ
by the Langenburg
ruurl~lll Committe~ J\ the k<:\' Ill II\
plan> tll bring mor~ tour1 ' t' Ill th.:
!Olin .
A rc:prescntall\e ol the commit -

"tl
0
0

(..!)

tee. Darren Schnudt, met with town
counl'il la ~t night (Tut'sday) tn explain th.: group\ plan to capllali7e
nn the tll\\n\ link v.ith llniJt:n tlficd Fl\'ing Obj~ct'> .
l'h.: uunmitt~t·. he: .:xplatned . has
bl'en look 1ng at variou) -tour i~

themes for the past three year~ but
had eventually decided on the UFO
concept. At a recent mt:t•ting '~11h
rcrrescntative~ ol several llthcr
cmnmun ll y organit.at iom 1t r ~ct:i\ ·
ed "overwhelming endo1 't:rlH:nt ,''
he said .

There is no suc h thing as a UFO
museum in Canada, he said. The
committee believes that sut: h an attractiOn could draw between
100,000 and 200,000 visitor\ a year.
Two rough skett:he~ of the prll·
rosed park and the adjacent
museum were shown to council.
The park would be located in the
area where the UGG elevators used
to be located, just north of the
railway tracks. It would incorporate
a play area and a full-size model of
a UFO. The museum would be
located nearby.
It might take up to 10 years to
fully develop the proposal.
Schmidt noted that the development could perhaps be done
through a Community Bonds issue,
or by private developers .
The property is presently owned
by Marathon Realty, the real estate
division of CP Rail. Council
members had a lengthy discussion
about whether it should make an
offer to buy the property at this pre-

sent time.
It was noted that if the town did
purchase the property it would lose
so me $3,800 in property taxes that
Marathon pays each year.
"The important thing," said
Aid . Trent Ficseler, "is to get the
property.''
If the town doesn't wish to support it by helping buy the land the
tourism committee might as well
disband, said Ald. Fieseler .
"No one has any problem with
the idea of obtaining the land,"
replied Mayor Dave Schappert .
"But what I do have a problem with
is, what happens if do get the land
but the project doesn't proceed for
I 0 years? We lose the tax base from
that property . "
In the long run council did agree
to agree to make a bid on the property. In the meantime it is hoping
to hear that the provincial government in its April budget will provide
additional funding for tourism projects, such as Langenburg's UFO
theme park.

'Wo\V! Look at that!' Richard cried out to his friends

e.:

:Was whirring,
....

;illuminated
:object a UFO?
"tl

c

C1l

~

1:1)

c You must be UFO-ing! An uniden~ tified flying object spotted at
Langwith and not an April Fool in
~ sight?
U

s;~~~h~d ~~~~~~u~~: ~~r~~; ~~

Langwith friends claim they watched a
UFO pass through the nightsky as they
camped out last Tuesday night .
Ric hard Goucher
By Sarah
(15),
of
The
Woodlands, said he
Parrington
cried out : "Wow!
Look at that!" when
he saw bright lights "hummed
and
travelling
over whirred" its way from
Devonshire Drive just a westerly direction.
before midnight.
"I wish I'd had my
His friends Neil telescope with me to
Lewis ( 14), Tony see if there were any
Bown (15), and Tim green men onboard
Niblett (14), all but I think I'd have
looked
up
and been scared stiff if
watched, mesmerised anything came down
by the large black to earth," said Neil.
object which had triangular lights around
Convinced
its edges and a red
dome in the middle.
The foursome are
Neil, whose garden convinced what they
the lads were camping saw was a UFO since
in for a shooting star it was too large and
watch, said his stom- multi-coloured to be a
ach filled with butter- micro-lyte and flew
flies as the UFO too close to the trees to

..----------.

A Chad artist's Impression of what NeU and hJs pals saw
passing overhead.
be an aeroplane.
And Mansfield UFO
and crop circle enthusiast Mark Haywood
says it is quite possible
the boys saw a craft
which is beyond the
bounds of identifiction.

"Out of the thousands of sightings
each year about 95 per
cent are identifiable,
but there is still a great
amount left unidentified ,"
said
Mr
Haywood , founder
member of The

Scientific
UFO
Research Association.
He added: "We get a
lot ofreports ofUFO's
in Mansfield
Pleaslev Vale is quite a
big area for sightings
- although it's been
reasonably quiet so far

FOTO-G8840.'35

Langwtth UFO spotters Richard Goucher and NeU Lewis, front, with Tim Niblett
and Tony Brown.
this year."
Neil's mum Irene
believes her son's
story while his dad is
still trying to find a
logical explanation for

the sighting.
"It makes you wonder just what it was
and whether anyone
was looking down
watching Neil - it's

weird," Linda added.
Countless library
books have failed to
show the lads anything that looks
remotely like what

they saw, so for the
time being. at any
rate, the Langwith
UFO remains a
mid-summer mys tery.

~ Aliens 'took me
i~ from my car'
c

EXPRESS & STAR, Wolverhampton, England - Aug. 18, 1992

CR: T. Good

Laser clue to the UFO riddle
A laser show due to be staged
at Dudley Castle could hold the
key to a UFO riddle which has
baffled residents.

~.8=-Hlre~~dthih:h~rg=d

lights were being tested last -~ght when
freah sigbt.inp of flashing lights were
made.
Gail Fletcher, a spokesman for Laser
Hire, said l.ighta and lasera were bein
tried out at Bl'Ound llpm and coul~
account for strange flashll8 in the sky.
But she did not think the lasers were
being tried out on Sunday evening wlwn

there were unexplained sightings.
Mr Roy Taylor, of Parkfield Road,
Dudley, was parking his car at his home
just before 11 o'clock last night when be
saw a blinding light.
He said: "I saw the white light with a
red glow -behind it. At first I thought it
was a helicopter but it didn't make any
sound."
Meanwhile, aviation experts tried to
explain away the strange flashing lights
spotted on Sunday.
A spokeswoman from the RAF said the
sightings were probably ain:raft navigation lights. But there w.a.s no way of confirming if ain:raft were in the areL when

the lights were seen at around llpm.
More calls are being added to the
string of reports from Dudley residents
who saw ligh.ts on Sunday.
Mr Ian Hale, a part-time fireman from
Sedgley, said be saw a very bright white
light l,OOOft up at around 10.30pm.
Mr Hale, of C1ee View Meadow, Sedgley, said: "It was travelling at an astronomical speed tow.arda The Wrekin."
The same white light was seen shooting northwardS by Mrs Kay Savage and
her husband Andrew, of Elwell Crescent,
WoodseU.on, and Mr Don Wataon, of
Wells Road, Brierley Hill.
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A
West
Midlands
businessman told a UFO
conference how he was
"abducted" by aliens as
he drove in Oxfordshire.

0 0"1
Mr Graham Allen told 500
:;J: 0"1 enthusiasts in Sheffield that he

.. _. was moved 20 miles further
~ .. ulong the road - past his desL1"1 tination
tfl ....,
Mr Allen, known as the
• "abdu.ctee~' said it happened in
~ ~ 1979 when he took his eyes ofT
tfl < the road to alljust his radio.
tfl
He said that wben he looked
~
up he was 20 miles further
aJ~ng the l'oad and had no
><
knowle<J.ge of what had hap-

E-<

8:

~

pcned.

ba~~n~~:::tf:n~~f hili~ naif;~
"abduction experience'' he said
at the two-day Inter~ational
UFO Conference at Sheffield's
Central Libr~ Theatre.
.
Speakers mcluded expenenced pFO researchers . from
the Umted States, Mr Wilham
L Moore and Mr John KeeL
Du~ing
the conference,
orgarused by the lnd~ndent
UF<? _Net~ork, Mr _oore IS
outhnmg h1s research mto the
so-called MJ12 docum.ent_s.
These allegedly detail the
US gover~ment's recovery of a
crashed ahen spacecraft ·and 1ts
dead occupants.
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by Greg Nixon
A STOCKTON Heath family believe
they have had a close encounter
~ with an extra-terrestrial mystery
.. when strange lights flew over their
,.... homf'!.
N

g:

Michael Platt, and hill wife Norma,
' were alerted by their 15 year-old 1100,

~ Michael Jnr. when he claimed he had

<
~

§

seen a crucifix..haped light pauinrlow
and ailently overhead.
Mr. Platt aaid: "He had been opening
the loft window to let air in when thia
thing 11tartled him.

~
~

..

§

~

CO

~

"'

Lights
"We rushed upstairs and were joined
by our youngest 1100. Robert, and
watched five of these ligbtll circling in
the sky over the Dareabury area."
The family, of Roman Road -next
door to Stockton Heath County Primary
School- heard DO 110und &8 the light&
moved in and out of the clouds before

~ ~l}:'~~ded: "I got my binoculan

::J: and watched one u it came back towards
.. the house - there were four white light&

~ and a red one, shaped like a crosa.
~

"A plane pused by and there was no
mistaking the difference because we
could hear it.
:::::1
"None of us have ever seen anything
~ like it before in our lives."
UFO expert Harry Harris i11 lookinr
into the incident.

9

~

CR: T. Good

Mystery corn circle
baffles passers-by
A MYSTERY corn c ircle in a Pontllyfni f ield is
creati?g a major attracti on for passengers on pleasure flights from Caernarfon Airport, and intriguing
passers-by.
Clearly visible from the main A499 Caernarfon to
Pwllheli road, the circle is baffling the experts because
~here are-no foosteps, or tracks, anywhere near them.
One local observer said :
"They could only have been
By Liz Carter
created fr om above, perhaps they really were ,_____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.
marked b y some celestial
" I first noticed them on
being in a flying saucer ."
Farmer's w ife Mrs Gwla- Sunday after returning
dys Roberts, on whose land from Shrewsbury Flower
they have appeared said Show," said Mrs Roberts of
jokingly : " I only hope we Hendy, Pontllyfni.
" I just have no idea how
get no flying saucers bumpgot there.
~u~~os.~y of our farm they
" We certainly have not
But s~e and her husband, seen nor heard anyone mysMerlyn, father-in-law Mr terious about to explain
D afydd Roberts and t heir how they have formed .
" Now, everyone is taking
fa milies, r emain mystified
as t o how t hey wer e formed . a great dea l of notice,"

I

Children Listen To
Crop Circles
1l

Three children camping out in Upton Lovell may have heard a crop pattern

~ being formed at 4 a.m. on Wednesday 5th August.
g:o The youngsters were woken tongue.
.
.
tzJ up by a strange noise which they
A central c1rcle about 20 ~ m
described as being like distant diameter had a narrow outer nng,
~ keyboard music or galloping then a main circle to the south
:.8 horses. They were too afraid _to had a large b~nd like a forked
Cll remain outside, and hurned m- tongue pertrudmg.
.
~ doors to tell their parents.
There was a western c1rcle
:i The next morning in a field with a rectangular block, and to
between Codford and Upton the north another isolated circle 5
~ Lovell beside the A36 , a mysteri- or 6 ft in d i amet~r. Out and
ous pattern had emerged.
beyond the central c1rcles , a canS Bob Hill of the White Horse tral avenue had formed .
o Morris Men, who is also chairman
As yet there is no logical ex" of Upton Lovell Parish Council, planation of ~he patterns.
e3 described the formation as a long The theones range from the
E-o central avenue about 4ft long and scientific to t~e i mag i nati~e ttl 600ft wide had appeared.
plasma
vort1ces
(electncally
~
To the east there was a small charged whirlwinds), UFOs, heli~ circle about 15ft in diameter, with copters flying upside down,
~ counter rotating swirls, then a hedgehogs making love, fungi,
narrow snake pattern had exten- communication from another
tions which resemble a serpent planet, messages beamed down

in code, an unknown f~rm of
earth energy, all have the1r supporters.
Whatever th~ answer, t~e crop
patterns do ex~st, decon~t1ng the
ftelds . . Nature s mystenes are
unendmg.

CR: T. Good
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Mission to track
info on lalien'
close encounter

~ U FO expe rts wn nt to fin d a gi rl who was sta ndi ng at n L ivingston bus stop ...
THIRTEE N YEARS AGO!

<
~

For they hclicve she cou ld have important inform11tio n on one of the world's most
famous close encounters.

!l

The nca r- impossible searcf:l h as been launched a fter a Livingsto n pensione r

c

g:o recently clnimcd to have spotted a nying sa uce r o n Nove mber IJ, IIJ79.
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On thai day, fnn:st ry worker Doh Taylor told his wife !hal he lu•d slumhlc d across a nying
sauce r on Dechmont Law in tloe new town.
Doh's story made interoational headlines and has hccomc one of t he world 's h<:st known UFO
encounters.
Last year, the Courier ran a series of articles on the erection of a plaque at the site where Bob
claimed to have met the spacecraft.
And those stories have jogged the me mory of a Livingston pensioner.
UFO expert Ron Halliday said: "The lady told me last week that she was standing at a bus stop
ncar Dechmont Low on the evening of November 9, 1979.
"She says· she saw a large, round object wi th bright lights hovering in the sky ahove the
Pentlands.
.
"A girl at th<: bus stop agreed with he r that it was u UFO. hut a man standing there said they
were talking ruhhish.
"The lady told me that the ohject then took off across Dechmnnl u ow li ke lighte ning.'"
Ron, chairman of the UFO group Scottish Earth M y~le r ies Resea rch, said the mystery gi rl
could corrohorate the pension er·~ story.
ki t won't he easy finding h"'r hut it would he great if we could.
"We've had cl<~ims th at there was a UFO in the Livings ton
before Boh Taylor says he e ncountered it, and now this lady '
says saw a strange object after his encounter.
"II looks li ke there was a whole day of strange activity, not
just one incident."
The mystery girl should get in touch with Ron at 35 Fountain
Road, Bridge of Alla n.

Th e Roberts fa mily; m ystif ied by th e circle

Secret US spy plane is
Kintyre's dark visitor
A MYSTE R IOUS, fast·mov·
ing shape in th e sky has been
sca ring sheep in the Mull of
Kint yre and ra tt ling windows
in Los Angeles. From both
sides of the glo be have come
report s of s udden " pulsating
roars" . a nd s trange smoke
rings in the sky.
Defe nce a na lysts are con·
vinced t hey a re ca used by the
US A ir Force's to p secret Pro·
ject Auro ra - a spy plane as
big as Concord e that can fly
t hree ti m es as fa st .
The US Ai r Fo rce is usi ng
th e remo te RAF airbase at
Mac hr iha nis h . St rat hclyde ,
as a s tag in g poi n t , it was
claimed las t week . The mys·
te ry aircraft has bee n s tealt h·
ily dropping in a t night before
s treaking back to Amer ica
across the North Pole at more
than six times the speed of
so und .
Flying on the edge of s pace,
powe r e d by a " pulse r "
e ngine, the ai rcra ft is being
tes te d in missio ns tha t ci rcle
the globe.
Guy Norris of Flight maga·

by Christy Campbell
Defence Correspondent
zine, who is based in Los
Angeles . said last night th a t
Au rora was being flown from
a base in the Nevada des e rt to
an ato ll in the Pacific . then on
to Scotland to refuel before
re tu rn ing to th e US at night .
Specially modified tanke r
airc raft flying from Britain
are being used to top up Auro·
ra's tanks with li qu id meth·
ane fuel in mid ·air.
The aircraft carries high·
powered cameras and infra·
red radar whi c h can see do wn
t hro u gh cloud cov e r . It s
flightpath covers targe ts in
Iraq . An F · lll fight e r ·
bomber is sc rambled as th e
black· painted aircraft land s,
flying in close formation to
confuse prying civilian
radars, according to reports
from US airmen .
Paul Wiggin s . editor of
Scottish Airnews, describes
Mach r ihanish as " th e
remotest military airfield in

o-'3

~

Britain - with a ve ry long ~
runw ay". It is guarde d by a . ...,
de ta chme nt of US Sea ls , th e ::r:
e qu iv al e nt of Britain 's

:~~~i~ao~!t~~~idi;~o~~~~fr~~:
m a nce a ircraft ," he says.
P eo pl e livin g n e arb y
re port e d s tra nge ear·splittin g
noises and mysterious s moke
ring s in the sky earlier this
ye ar. As rumours gre w of
secre t deve lopme nt s at the
ba se, Archi e Hamilt on , the
Defenc e Minis te r. told Parli a·
me nt la st month that the exi s·
te nce of, a nd an y o pe rati ons
by Aurora we re a ·· matte r for
th e Am e ri can a uthorities " . A
US a ir fo rce s po kes m a n yes·
te rda y refu sed to co nfirm or
de ny it s ex is te nce.
But las t week inde pe nde nt
e vide nce came from Wa sh·
ingto n th a t th e Pentagon is
s pe nd ing billions from its
" blac k budget" on a clandes·
tine s uccessor to th e S R·71
Black bird s py pla ne. re tired
tw o ye ars ago.
K e mp e r S ec uriti es. th e
fin a ncia l a nal ys ts, said up to
$8 billi on ha s alread y bee n
s pe nt on th e projec t a t Loc k·
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stea lth fi ght er was deve l·
oped.
··so m e thin g h a s b ee n
boo m ing Los Ange les reg u·
larl y for the last s ix m onths,"
said Bill Swee tman, a US·
ba sed aerospace writ er . " The
frequency of the sonic booms
indicat es that whateve r is
making them is now an ope ra·
t iona I a irc raft ."
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Mystery
e-: heart on
~the lawn
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A STRANGE heart-shaped
patch of grass on her back
laMt ~left Elaine. Parish
utterly baffied..
'l'he legal secretary, trko
lives at Harracott, noticed
the scorched outline had
appeared in her otherwise
undisturbed -garden--when
sheancthlr~returned
from a .week's ho ·day.
"When we first 11aw lt,
we just wondered what it
4:Duld be,• she says.
.AJOonth later, the-mys!erious shape is still showing.
"' thought it would just
~ys Elaine, "but it's
· g a long time ibr the
iraB8 topw back there.
"P.etbapa If it had been
F.muaty
c:owd ex-
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..._mark tiJ. woadenr
.wncthet- it migflt 1te ~e
0 ~lt of an~-terre8trial
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bein&.

~t looka tilte

en

aomething

h .. ,come tlowu_ lande:J
'Scorched the grass an
taken off~ ahe.eays.
}Uloda'l'urner '111\o wu

lteep~aneyeoaibe bouse

wbilethefamilywereaway,
aa~e :would have Been
-ifthere bad beeftWiyt.hin.g.•
AnA UFO enthusiast
MickAusten alao thinlts it
is unlikely the Pariah's lawn
was used as a landing pad
for aliens,
He aaya the description
or the scorched heart cannot .tellll7 be claued u
anytb.ing smillar to ,}gilt.\Dp and com circles he baa
ltudied. previously.

EXCLUSIVE by Carl Nagaitis
1S Is the face of a "genuine" visitor from
Outer Space- a scientific mock-up of an alien
said to have perished with his crew on a trip
to Earth 45 years ago.

11

Next week UFO watchers worldwide will travel to
Britain to hear US expert William L Moore's theories
on the most incredible Close Encounter ever - the
Roswell Incident, which helped experts to engineer this
eerie likeness.
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THE REAL THING: Reconstructed image of 'an alien found near space-crash wreckage'

Now Hollywood golden boy Steven Spielberg plans a big· budget movie about the alien crashlanding which Moore has spent
a lifetime investigating.
Spielberg, who created the blockbuster movies ET and Close Encounters of the Third Kind, is
fascinated by the 1947 incident in
which alien bodies were allegedly discovered after a spaceship crashed in
remote ranch-land north of Roswell,
New Mexico.
A Spielberg aide said : "ET was
just a fairy story but this seems to

~T~"M~~r-------------------------------------------~~=~:~~~~

report about a disc In
the sky confirmed what
Ormskirk man Tony
Daly knew - he had
seen something strange.
Tony was walking
along Yew Tree Road
in the direction of
County Road at 10.30
p.m. on Saturday, August 1st, exactly the
same time that Blckerstaffe nurse Eileen
Harrison was walk!ng
her dog.
He explained: "A
light In the sky grabbed
my attention. It appeared to be over the Scott

;ij ~~:~e

u;'::.

I saw it
would definitely
describe it ll.~ 11 disc
shape, although it was
not clear. The light appeared to be trying to
burst out from lt. Twice
it meandered round and
then shot off and disappeared, perh11ps behind
clouds. There was no
,beam of liahl lead ina to
it and It moved too fast
to be a liaht anyway."
When Tony told his
mates about the Incident
the next mornina, they
teased him about having
too many drinks in the
pub. But he had the
last laugh when he
showed them the
Advertiser. He said: "It
proYed I was not the
onlv one to see some-

"I

thi~g. ''

Did you witness the
strange disc or can you
explain what It was? tr
you can contact the
Advertiser - we want
1to hur from you .

FREE PRESS, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada - Sept. 29, 1992

CR: T. Stevenson

Saskatchewan crop rings baffle
Beauchesne farm immediately after learning of the occurrence, concluded the rings are genuine.
RINCE ALBERT, Sask. -'Tis "Genuine meaning they are of unanother case of mysterious known origin, eliminating persons,
circles.
weather, animals and most of what
For several years now, mysteri- we call natural phenomenon," he
ous circles have been appearing in said.
"They come from an unknown
farmers' fields in Saskatchewan and
source, but an intelligent source.
Alberta.
Last week, two rings suddenly ap- They seem to have been created
peared on Ed Beauchesne's farm very deliberately in grain fields so
near Albertville, about 40 kilome- someone will find them."
tres northeast of Prince Albert.
When Beauchesne came across a
Chad Deetken of Pacific Research ring in his oat field Sept. 21, he was
in Vancouver, who went to the not shocked. A similar ring had been
By Jane Brown
Thomson News Service

P

discovered about two kilometres
away on Clarence Brule's farm two
years ago. Brule is the cousin of
Beauchesne's wife. Beauchesne
knew what he was looking at. He
also knew who to call.
"I had almost swathed across the
circle when I realized what it was, so
I cut around it," said Beauchesne.
"Then we contacted Chad in Vancouver. He said he would come
down right away. Just before he got
here, I came across another circle in
a wheat field. This time I was able to
avoid it completely (with his equipment) ."

' movie."
Moore will tell the UFO
Congress in Sheffield that
the incident led to a cover-up by the US Government.

PLANS: Spielberg

amid growing publicity .
CCORDING to witUS authorities said the
nesses, plies of debris was from a weathstrange wreckage er balloon .
were fou1d following
Controversy grew when
the crash 75 miles from a researchers produced documilitary base.
ments bearing what looked
Military investigators like the then president Harwho ordered aerial recon- ry Truman 's signature.
naissance found four bad"Some were proved to
be forgeries but others
ly decomposed bodies.
A t his home in Bur- can't be discounted," said
bank, California, Moore Moore.
said: "They were said to be
" We cannot prove conbetween three-and-a-half clusively it was a visit from
and four-feet tall , grey- alien beings . But there is
skinned with large heads growing evidence it was
and almond eyes.
NOT a weather balloon. "
"The beings were twoMoore insists: " Earth is
legged with thin arms and being visited by extra terfour digits on each hand, but restrial intelligence. They
with one digit opposing. "
have been coming here for
The wreckage - foil-like a long time.
" The US G o vernment
but incredibly strong
metal - and the bodies know this but have no
were quickly removed idea what to do about it ..

A

t--------------------------------------------L-------------------KENT MESSENGER, Haidstone, England - July 31, 1992

CR: T. Good

UFOs came twice, claim couple
SNODLAND could have had the
strangest tourists of the season aliens.
A couple from Townsend Road
belleve they saw rlyJ.ng saucers
hovering over the North Downs on
two nights thia week.
.Sue Nye and her hnsband Geotr
said they saw two spacecraft over
houses towards the North Downs
at about lOpm on Monday night.
Mrs Nye said: "We watched

them for a Uttle while and they
went away. A couple of hours later
we saw one again. It had flashing
J.lghts and kept turning round as if
It wu watching something."
The next night the couple say
they saw the strange shapes again;
thia time three.
Mrs Nye said they believed they
had seen allen space ahipe because
their shape wu unlike anything
they recognised.

She said: "We looked at them
through binoculars and they had a
circle of white lights with flashing
coloured lights Inside."
A spokesman for Rochester Airport said that no UFO slghtlngs
had been reported to them and
that nothing had been going on at
the site which could have been
mistaken for a UFO.
Nick Pope, of the Secretariat to
the air staff at the MiniBt:ry of

Defence, said there had alr~ady
been 60 reports of UFO slghtlngs
. In Brttairi thia year.
Mr Pope, who says he has an
open mind about the existence of
UFO., said moet slghtlngs had an
explanation. They have turned out
to be J.lghts used at pop concerts.
meteorites or weather balloons.
But he added: "There will
always be thoee reports which
cannot be explained away."
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FORTEANA NEWS
] Monster buffs still hot on trail
; of Bigfoot legend in Florida
By CORY JO LANCASTER

I lc said the creature stood
N
Orlando Senlinel
about 5 feet tall, had long, apelike
0"
0"
arms and lumbered slowly away.
......
The trouble with monsters is " It didn't move with grace or
r:tO that they just won't go away
speed," he said. "We were really
even if they don't exist.
pretty scared."
otJ
True believers will scoff at reLike Littlejohn, most people re~ searchers' failure so far to find port seeing the creature by
the legendary monster of Loch chance, just for a few seconds,
1
Ness, just as they have for years before it flees for safety into the
~ at scientists' adamant proclama- woods or swamps.
tions that there is no such thing'
Maybe because of that, the
'tj as Bigfoot.
sightings in Florida have pro~
For a beast that doesn't exist, duced varying, and often contra~ though, Bigfoot sure gets around .
dictory, descriptions. Ge11erally, it
c: Thousands of people have re- has been described as 6 to 8 feet
3 ported seeing it, from China to tall, weighing 300 to 500 pounds,
'""" Canada to Florida.
with a flat nose and little hair on
~
In fact, chances are that some- the face . The fur color is brown to
• one has reported catching a red, with grayish hair trimming
~ glimpse of Florida's version of the fa ce. A foul, rotten-egg odor
Bigfoot ncar where you live.
always is present and usually is
tf)
The idea that a half-man, half- the first thing noticed by eyewitape beast could exist in the 20th nesses.
:z century became big news in 1967,
Believers contend that the crea~ when a tracker named Roger ture is a species of ape, called
H
Patterson filmed a hairy, two- Gigantopilhccus, that sought safe2§ legged creature in the forests of ly in North America 7 million
Northern California.
years ago.
"After reviewing all the reports
"There is no fossil ever found ..
throughout history, you're pretty . that could have allowed a Bigfoot
well forced to believe in the exist- creature to be in the New World,"
ence of it," said John Green, a said Sue Boinski, an anthropolofamous Bigfoot tracker and author gist at the University of Florida.
of six books about the subject.
"If such a thing existed, we
"Otherwise, you have many hun- would jump on it," she said. "It
dreds of thousands of people over would be a coup. We would l>e
the years who were fabricati ng writing grants. There would be
stories and making footprints."
hordes of graduate students out,
Green and others say the crea- looking for it. Nobody is ignoring
tures belong to a species of sup- this . The re's no reason to."
posedly long-extinct apes. FloriOfficials didn't ignore it in the
da's is just a slightly smaller ver- 1970s, when re ports reached panic
sion.
proportions from the E1•crgladcs
Hundreds of beastly encounters to the Ocala National Forest. Peohave l>ccn reported throughout ple said th ey had hit the creature
the slate during the past 20 years . while driving at night on isola ted
And m;my probably never were roads . Others said it killed sma ll
reported, believers say, because farm an im als.
eyewitnesses were afraid of being
Expeditions went out. Police
ridiculed.
searched the Everglades by fool
Followed by Bigfoot?
and from helicop ters. But everyPerhaps Wendell Littlejohn can one came back empty-handed,
understand the hesitation. I lc leading most lo surmise that the
never reported his sighting three reports had been fabrications.
years ago but swears to this day
"Certainly, there arc people
that Skunk Apes do exist.
who make up stories," Bigfoot
Littlejohn, now I !l and a student LJ·acker Green said. "I'm quite satat Valencia Community College in isfied that there's some thing here .
Orlando, was camping with friends There isn't any way to prove it
in th e swampy farmland around unless someo ne brings one in ."
Lake Washington in west MelMany in Ce ntral Florida tried
bourne. They were walking between I !!7=> and I !l!lO, when dozthrough th e woods when Lillie · ens of sighlings were reported
john realized that they were being from Oviedo to Eustis to ll olopaw.
followed .
One man even said he shot one
"We didn't l<11ow what it was," that attacked him one nigh t nca r
he said. "Whatever was out there Apopka.
was gelling closer.
Donni e Hall was a 27-ycar-old
"We finally got back ncar our night watchman at John's Nurscamp, and we heard this cow ery. On the night of Oct. 3, 1977,
mooing, like it was being dis- he called the Orange County Sherturbed," Lilllejohn said. "We went iffs Office to report that he had
over .
. and noticed a figure been attacked by a big, hairy creature.
It was
moving out from us. .
dark, but we could see it in the
Deputies arrived to find Hall
moonlight."
with a lorn shirt and scratches on

ffi

his back and shoulders. Several
large footprints were found in the
dirt.
"He had me by the shoulder,
and I only came up to his waist,"
he told a local newspaper, describing his attacker as 10 feet tall,
covered with brownish fur with
gray hair on its face.
'
Hall told deputies that he broke
free and fired his shotgun at th e
creature, which he had seen at
night around the nursery for a
couple of weeks.
Deputies and co-workers dismissed his assertion, but Hall always believed that it was real,
said John's Nursery owner Bob
Scott. Hall was so shaken up that
he quit the night shift. The last
anyone heard, he had moved to
Alabama.
In 1976 a 67-year-old Baptist
minister said he saw an 8-foot-lall
hairy creature while cutting firewood in the forest. The next year,
a welder in Belleview said he saw
one off U.S. Highway 441.
Also that year Mike Corradino,
a news reporter in Sarasota County, l>egan investigating a series of
250 reports that stretched over
five years.
"Some of them were a hoax .
Some of them were questionable,
and some of them would scare the
hell out of you," he said recently.
Again and again, Corradino and
police found chickens, rabbits and
raccoons with their heads t·ipped
off, brains removed, blood drained
and bodi es left. Chicken-wire and
chain-link fences were ripped
through. The s ightings clustered
around th e Myakka River.
"I'm not going lo say, yes, it
definitely ex ists. But I'm not going
to deny it," Co rradino said.
"Towa rd the end of the '70s, th e
sighli ngs just disappeared," he
sa id. "W hen <Interstate) 75 was
completed and the land was cut in
two , the sigh lings just slopped."
Reports of sighlings in Central
Florida also have dropped off.
''I'm su re it's being pushed out
by dcvc lopllll'nl," Crccn said
"That's probah ly why there were
so m:-~ny reports in Florida back
then. The populations were being
pressed for territory."
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BIA investigates report
of Bigfoot sighting

lAPWAI- Authorities fr om t he Bureau of Indian Affairs Friday investigated yet another report of a Bigfoot
sighting.
c:
"We weren't able to confirm anyE thing," said William Aubertin, superviVl sor of criminal investigations. He said
two BIA officers scoured the hills west
~ of town for about three hours but "drew
a zero."
~
Nontheless, Tess (Greene) She rman
§3 said she and at least three oth e r p eople
~=Q saw a very large, black crea tu r e movH ing rapidly uphill through farm and
~ grazing land.
"It was all black and it was huge,"
Shennan said. She said he r family was
having a dinner in town when they
made the sighting. She and three other
people ~rove m a pickup truck to get a
better VIew.
"It stopped and looked at us," Sherman said . "We tried to cut it off, but I
didn't want to go through with it. I was
scared." Sherman, 29, works for the
Nez Perce Tribe.
Asked if she thought it might be a
hoax, Sherman said, "No way. It was
going up that hill way too quickly. Any
ordinary person couldn't walk up that
hill that fast ."
Sherman said she was skeptical after
initial reports of Sasquatch sightings
here some three weeks ago. "But after
yesterday , I believe it. There's one out
there," she said.
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2 boys claim to see
'Bigfoot' beast
KLAMATH - Two boys
playing deep in a forest spotted a
smelly, hairy, manlike beast similar to the legendary Bigfoot, according to the father of one of the
youngsters who photographed
huge footprints.
The incident occurred Sept. 12
when 8-year-old josh Owen and a
12-year-old companion saw a "big
hairy man" about 100 feet away
shaking a tree branch.
"The smell was like rotted
chicken, it was awful," Owen told
The Triplicate newspaper in Crescent City. "He was covered with
thick, dark brown hair and he was
shaking a branch in his hand. We
could see his face real good."
The boys, who live in this coastal mountain community 350 miles
'1orth of San Francisco, told their
father, who then went out andreportedtr found and videotaped primate-rd<e footprints that measured
16 inches long by 8 inches wide.

'Bigfoot' Spotted by 8 ldalwam
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Eight

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ ·they
Spalding-area residents say
saw a large hairy creature
SUN, Vancouver, B.C., Canada- Aug. 29, 1992

CR: G. Conway

Lake creature features in NBC plans
Canadi an Press

KELOWNA
GO POGO, THE legendary beast of Okanagan Lake,
may soon be a TV star south of the border.
Arlene Gaal, a local Ogopogo expert. says the NBC
llftow Unsolved Mysteries may use what could be the
best video of the alleged lake monster on one of its fall
programs.
Tt\e show is interested in an update to its 1990 program that focused on a video taken at Bear Creek P~o
vincial Park. said Gaal. She wrote Unsolved Mystenes
oflic1als this week suggesting use of a video taken .July
!A br Paui DeMara near a local resort.
.. I~e never see n that type of \·isual rt·cord before."

0

said Gaal. "You'd almost swear there was a head and a
tail, where you can actually see how the creature swims.
It's got to be 30. 40 feet long or more. It's pretty good
stuff.'"
Okanagan Lake was calm and there was no wind
about 7:15p.m. the day seven people saw something
unusual.
··we were having dinner from our sundeck overlooking the lake ," said DeMara, "when we saw what
appeared to be an underwater object moving across the
water in front of my mom's lakeshore prope rty."
It appeared to be just below the surface. and to bob
up and down as it moved from south to north fairly
quickly. said DeMara .
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Associated Press

SPALDING, Idaho -

OGOPOGO

~

Thursday evening that could
only have been a "bigfoot."
The unidentified creature
was spotted descending a hillside southwest of the Nez Perce
National Historical Park 's visitor center at Spalding.
" I looked up and it was just
too big and dark to be a man,"
Becky Johnson said Friday . " It
was 6 or 7 o 'clock. It was still
daylight. "
Johnson tried to photograph
the creature as it walked across
a plowed field almost a half
mile away. But she said her
camera was not equipped with
a telephoto lens and the small
negative recorded just a tiny
black speck.
Frank Walk er. the park superintendent, said a park employee also reported seeing a

large , dark creature walking
down the hillside Thursday.
Tony Arthur saw the creature much closer Up. H e and
two other family members
spotted the suspected Sasquatch on the .billside from the
home of Moffett a nd Rachel
Johnson .
Several family members said
the animal was walking on two
legs , swinging its arms.
Arthur said he and two others drove down a nearby road
to get closer. They spotted the
creature crouched beh ind some
bushes at the edge of the field.
" I'd say we were ab out 100 to
120 yards away. It was mostly
behind the bush and it kind of
crouched down," Arthur said .
He said others were watching
the creature, too , including one
man who had binoculars and
said what he saw was a man.
" but he would n 't let us look
through the binoculars. "
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NASA Scorns Mars Mission Hype
By Billy Cox

THE WORLD OF MARS

Gannett News Service

Mars is an arid, cold and apparently uninhabited planet.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.Last month, as researchers prepared the Mars Observer for its
voyage to Earth's sister planet,
project manager David Evans
made a revealing appraisal of the
mission's unconventional mission
to rephotograph landforms evoking images of a civilization in the
Martian desert of Cydonia.
Standing before the three-ton
craft, which blasted into space
Friday, Evans said NASA did indeed intend to acquire new, highresolution photos to replace the
16-year-old pictures of monoliths
that resemble pyramids and the
face of an Egyptian sphinx.
But rephotographing the landforms is "not the mission," Evans
said. "The mission is a scientific
mission."
Evans' use of the word "scienti- Mars' mile-long formation shaped like a human face has puzzled
fic" and the distinction drawn be- scientists for years. It was photographed by NASA in 1976.
tween what is and what isn't science underscores what has become University professor will com- the former CBS aerospace consula source of irritation among Mars mand three cameras.
tant argued that the alignments of
Once inserted into Martian or- assorted other pyramids and
Observer mission planners:
NASA is charged with reinves- bit in August, Malin's primary structures were as mathematically
tigating some odd-shaped land- assignment is to begin a global sophisticated as the tombs of
forms that its geological teams photographic mapping mission for Giza.
dismissed as a "trick of light and 687 days, or the equivalent of a
In 1989, after meeting with
shadow" after a Viking orbiter Martian year. The high-resolution Hoagland and studying NASA
photographed
them
in
1976.
camera
will
be
able
to
resolve
data,
Rep. Robert A. Roe {DMars highlights
The scientist who designed the surface features as small as three N.J.), chairman of the House
•Atmosphere: Mars' air pressure is
· $21 million camera and who will feet across, 40 times better than Committee on Science, Space and
be responsible for deciding which the quality of the Viking photos. Technology, secured verbal assurequal to Earth's at an altitude of
The tenor of debate over the ances that the Mars Observer
photos to release to the public has
100,000 feet. The air is 95% carbon
been involved with one of the Cydonia images has escalated would in fact rephotograph Cydioxide.
most hotly debated UFO contro- since Viking first beamed back donia. Observed Roe. "It looked
two photos of a milelong, 1,500- like [the objects] had to be fashversies.
• Water: Today there is no liquid water
In 1987, author Gary Kinder foot-high mesa that looked like a ioned by some intelligent beings."
on Mars, although the planet shows
chronicled the strange case of a face staring upward.
But in a four-page statement
evidence of free-flowing water having
In 1980, Goddard Space Flight titled "Information on NASA Reone-armed Swiss farmer named
Eduard "Billy" Meier in a book, Center engineers Vincent DiPietro photographing the Cydonia Reexisted there in the past. The polar ice
Light Years . For years, Meier, an and Greg Molenaar published the gion of Mars," NASA details the
is made of frozen water arid carton
amateur photographer, kept re- results of an independent photo obstacles confronting the Observdioxide. Large quantities of water may
turning from solitary hikes into analysis of the Cydonia region. By er's ability to acquire specific picbe frozen in the ground as permafrost.
the Alps with hundreds of photos stretching the contrast, they not tures, as well as the adjustment
Lightweight world
of apparent flying saucers.
only concluded that the shaded limitations on the fixed-position
• Volcanoes: The biggest is Olympus
Michael Malin was one of sever- region of the face was symmetrical camera.
Mars' gravity is only 38% as strong as
Mons, 88,000 feet above the mean
al quoted experts who studied the to the sun-lit portion, they also
The paper also reiterates that
Earth's, so travelers there would feel
pictures. Unable to detect signa- discovered a five-sided pyramid planetary scientists have detersurface level and more than 300 miles
only 38% of their normal weight
tures of a hoax, Malin proclaimed with apparently buttressed foun- mined Cydonia is studded merely
across at the base.
dations.
with natural rock format ions.
them credible.
But by 1987, science writer
Now working on the Mars Ob"This conclusion," it states, "is
•canyons: Valles Marineris is a
•channels: Valleys and channels on
server contract under the corpo- Richard Hoagland went way be- supported by the fact that the
2,800-mile-long canyon, as much as 3 Mars show evidence of having been
rate name of Malin Space Science yond the case for mere artificial- face disappears in imagE-s of the
miles deep and 150 miles wide.
carved by running water.
Systems in San Diego, the 42- ity. In "The Monuments of Mars: same place taken at different
A City on the Edge of Forever," lighting angles."
Lso_u_R__,C,. ,E::--M-ar-s"""8er;it;:-o-n-s.:-J..,-oh_n_,N.,_,o.,-bl-e"""w-.,.
,11:-o,:-d: C::-a-m:-br:-:idg-:--e-=E-ncy-d:-o-ped:-,a-o:-1:-:Ast-ro-no_m_y_ _ _A-:--::'P year- old former Arizona State
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Eight claim they spotted
bigfoot in Spalding area
• Descriptions match Northwest's mythic
creature, yet photo, footprint inconclusive
By Bill Loftus
of the Tribune

PALDING - Eight area
residents say they saw a
large hairy creature
Thursday evening that fit just
one description: bigfoot.
The creature was spotted
descending a hillside southwest of the Nez Perce National Historical Park's visitor
•:enter at Spalding.
" I looked up and it was just
tl)o big and dark to be a
man," said Becky Johnson .
"It was 6 or 7 o'clock . It
was still daylight. There was
still a lot of daylight left," she
added.
Johnson also tried to take a
photograph of the creature as
1t walked across the plowed
f1eld nearly a half mile away .
Her camera. however, was
nllt equi pped with a teleph oto
!Pn~ and thP small nega tive
rr·c<>rded just a tiny black

S

-..p•·ck
I· r:tnk \Valker, the park -..u

perintendent, said a park employee had also reported
seeing a large, dark creature
walking down the hillside that
evening.
Tony Arthur saw the creature much closer up . He and
two other family members
spotted the creature on the
hillside from the home of
Moffett and Rachel Johnson .
When the animal crossed
the ridgeline heading away
from the park and toward
Lapwai, it came into view
from the Johnson place.
Several family members
said the animal was clearly
walking on two legs, swinging
its arms as it walked.
Arthur said he and two othe rs drove down a nearby
gravel road to get closer to
th e c reatu re .
They spott ed it c rouched
behind some bushes at the
edge of the fi eld. about a
quarter mil e from L .S. H1gh -

CR: H. Hall
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mostly behind the bush and it
kind of crouched down," Arthur
said.
Arthur said others were
watching the creature, too, ineluding one man who had binoculars. " He said it was a man but
he wouldn't let us look through
the binoculars," he added.
He's convinced it was no man,
Arthur said. "I'd say it had to be
at least seven feet tall," he
added.
The animal was covered with
long and shaggy dark hair, Arthur said . It couldn't have been C\
bear, because a bear couldn't
have walked upright for such a
long distance, those who saw the
animal said.
Arthur' s uncle who accompa nied him and who declined to
give his name for a newspaper
story s aid the animal was c le<lrly not a bear. It had no distinct
neck and was heavily built.
The sighting follow s another

members, said Gary Johnson.
Johnson visited the field Friday morning looking for tracks
and found some he believed belonged to the animal.
He revi~;ited th e field with a
Tribune reporter. The tracks appeared indistinct, however, and

appeared no longer than a size
12 shoe.
Past reports of bigfoot tracks
generally have indicated they often stretched 14 inches or more .
Grover Krantz, a Washington
State University anthropologist
and avid investigator of Sasquatch claims, visited the area
late Friday afternoon.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS, Denver, CO - Aug. 23, 1992

Marine scientists
find evidence of
sea creature
Reuter

VANCOUVER, British Columbia

-For centuries, Indians on Canada's west coast have reported
sightings of a sea serpent similar
to the Loch Ness monster speeding through Pacific Ocean waters.
Now , two British Columbia scientists have pieced together what
they believe is compelling evidence of the existence of the fabled, long-necked creature known
as Cadborosaurus.
They say that , in the past 60
years, at least six specimens of
such a creature have been discovered, including a live baby and a
dead young one found undigested
in the stomach of a whale .

Marine biologist Ed Bousfield
says he and colleague Paul LeBlond, a University of British Columbia oceanographer, will present findings in December to the
American Society of Zoologists.
The researchers say in their
paper that "evidence strongly supports the recognition of this animal
as a distinct vertebrate species."
Bousfield says he is convinced
the dinosaurlike serpent with the
small head , affectionately known
as Caddy, is not simply a figment
of the imagination of ancient Indians, grizzled sailors and tourism
promoters.
Bousfield says Caddy lives mainly in ocean depths, eats fish and
probably bears its young in warmer, coastal waters.

CR:
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IS THIS THE LEGENDARY MONSTER ... OR JUST ANOTHER HOAX? -

Nessie rears her ugly
head again

BUT DON'T FORGET, IT)
( I S TH E SILLY SEASON

A LONG brown neck
pokes out of the still
waters of Loch Ness.

By STEPHEN OLDAELD
resemblance to the classic 1934
~~~rw&:rt. London surgeon

Snapped by a Daily Mail
reader at the weekend, is this
Nessie coming up to take the
morning air - or an
elaborate hoax?

The classic 1934 picture

Ian Bishop, head of the zoology
department at the Natural
History Museum, smiled as he
studied the picture and three
others taken in the same
sequence.
His first question - in reference
to the traditional summertime
lull newsmen call the 'silly
season' -was anything but
scientific. 'Are you aware,' he
said, 'that the month is August?'
Such scepticism will not dampen
the enthusiasm of the 45-year-old
man who took the pictures,
which bear a striking

'I believe I saw Nessie,' he said
yesterday. 'Let the experts pore
over the pictures and deliver any
alternative explanations they can.
I'm a simple man, not a scientist.
And I say, if that wasn't Nessie,
then what wa.o; it?'
The man, who wishes to keep his
identity secret, had camped
overnight about two miles from
Fort Augustus, armed only with a
Boots 110EF pocket camera.
'It was about 6.30 to 7am and I
went to the Loch to brush my
teeth and have a swill,' he
recalled. 'I soaked my face and
looked up. I saw it and my
immediate reaction was, "I must
have water in my eyes". I rubbed

them, looked again and thought,
"Christ Almighty".
'There was about 6ft of a long
neck and head and she was a
blackish dark brown. She seemed
to be looking right at me and I
thought she was going to come to
the shore. My camera was lying
by the trees a few yards away
and I made a dive for it.
'I scrambled back. She was about
40 yards out, still looking in my
direction. I was trembling and
my heart was pounding but I
managed to knock off four shots.
'At one stage, she opened her
mouth. I thought she was going
to make breakfast of me. Then
she tipped her head back and slid
under.' After five minutes, he
said, the head appeared again,
about 200 yards away. 'I could see
the shape of four or five humps.
It was as if a miniature waterfall
was cascading from the front
hump. She swam slowly for 20 to
30 yards and then submerged.

That was it. I picked up m y stuff
and I ran.'
The negatives have been
examined at the RAF's
photographic laboratory ant! by
Kodak. Plight Lieutenant
Caroline Smith said: ·we would
say they ha ve not been tampered
with or touched up.' And K odak
scientist Roger Flint said: 'It is a
genuine photograph of someth ing,
though we have no comment
about the image.'

SPOKESMAN- REVIEW, Spokane , WA- Sept. 27, 1992

T iny town attracts tall tales of Bigfoot
LAPWAI, Idaho- Weird
screams are heard in the night,
giant footprints are found in back
yards. and many people in town
thi:-Jc a new sign should go up on
the highway:
" Bigfoot X-ing."
The way things are going in
Lapwaipopulation 1,043,
give or take a
few sasquatch nobody would be
surprised if
Bigfoot strode
into the local
tavern to order a
couple of Bud
Lights and a
CATHY
bowl of peanuts. FREE
The bartender c·-o.,lu_
m_n-ist- would probably
be tempted to

throw in a can of deodorant and
some bit:dth srray.
Bigfoot smells bad, they say.
.... ~ thooe who laugh at the
•.., ·ht of gettmg clooe enough ·
;.. P
•·ch to catch a whiff, Bec:i
' . n of:~r' tht~• .-\bout 25 pw~le

say they've seen 500-pound, hairy
creatures on the Nez Perce Indian
Reservation in the past seven weeks.
"Let pe0plc laugh and call it a
hoax,'' say~ the 32-year-old Lapwai
homemaker. "Nobody can tell us
different. We know we saw
Bigfoot."
The sasquatch sightings started
Aug. 6, when Johnson and seven
other people, including an employee
at the Nez Perce National
Historical Park visitor's center,
allegedly saw a 7-foot, "ape-like
creature" striding across a farmer' >
steep field above the park.
"We watched it for 15 minutes
- it seemed confused, like 'twas
tryinp. to get to the river for water,"
say<; .f,)hnson. "When it disappeared
over the hill, a couple of guys racee
after it in their truck ana saw it
crouching in som~ bushes.··
Washington State University
ani h; •)pologist and Bigfoot
··~ ,c .. ;·;:her Grover Kra ntz 11 ...
· !:;;J to ll)()k at footorints I''' t ~,,
Site ant( g.<~ll@ ~· ~a~atrl\ ~ "SO<;(l" chance of ~)n~ authentic.

Johnson was msulted. " I t~
it was a put-down," she says. •·He
said, 'The only way to prove it is to
bring me a body.' If I do see one
again, I definitely wouldn't kill it.
Something that special deserves to
live."
Legends about sasquatch have
been passed down for generations
among the Nez Per~ and other
Northwest tribes. Known as "The
Old Man in the Woods" among Nez
Perce elders, Bigfoot is said to come
to the aid of anyone who needs help
in the forest.
"He's harmless," says Harold
Scott, a rolice officer with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs who
claims he saw a sasquatch on an elk
hunting trip in 1988. "I was brought
up not to fear Bigfoot, that he
would take care of me. But I never
thought I'd see one."
Other officers have scoffed at the
rash of Bigfoot sightings, but Scott,
w i10 has investigated several recent
~ · 1uatch rej)llrtS. says, "Who am I
:0 J~ n · what somebody has seen '> 1
"" " ~ w tlH: ' 3111<' posi tio'l . Y011r eves

don't lie."
If sasquatch are lurking in the
hills outside Lapwai, they are
certainly getting brave.
Locals say they've heard strange,
hil!h-9tche:rl sc.~e\m<: ~ t ni~ht ~nd

have seen Bigfoot the next day,
walking near the town water tower,
lurking around grain elevators and
crossing the railroad tracks.
Perhaps he was catching a train?
"I know it seems weird," says
Johnson with a laugh, "but this is
real to a lot of people. One lady
almost ran over a Bigfoot in her
pickup and another person saw one
stealing his deer meat. He'd hung it
in his yard betw~n two trees."
Smell something foul? It doesn't
stop there.
Dee Taylor says she and her
nephew. Josh, saw not one but fo ur
of the creatures last Monday on a
slope above Lapwai's com munity
center.
"l haven't told many people
because I was afraid they'd think I
wa'. crazy," she says. '' It was l ~0

in the afternoon, and I was walking
home with Josh. We looked up and
saw these four tall hairy things we knew right away what they were.
" I was too surprised to be scared,
but I thought. 'I'd better not get any
closer.' It's probably wise to let
them be."
Certainly, a 500-pound creature
with bad breath can do whatever it
wants. But why hang around
Lapwai?

Johnson shrugs. "Some people
think it's because we had a lot of
fires this year that drove them out
of the woods," she says. "Others sa ~
they're heading west. They're
migrating.'·
Perhaps on their way to the coast,
a few sasquatch will stop at
Donald's Diner and order his new
special: A "Bigfoot burger" with the
works for $2.95.
That would be fine wi th Donald
Wh ipple. He could use the husmess.
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1\vo 'Bigfoots'
track camera
buff in woods
Freeman, Bigfoot hunter,
tells of encounter, says
creature 'snarled' at him
By VANCE ORCHARD

Has the Blue Mountains
Bigfoot saga run its course?
Well, after filming two close
encounters with the "Bigfoot of •
the Blues"in four months, Paul "'
Freeman says it has as far as he "--:;~-:---:-:---:--:---:----:------------_J
is concerned.
T~is is photo taken from videotape filmed by Paul Freeman.
After 10 years of hot pursuit 81gfoot, says Freeman, is black figure in center of photo.
of
onAug.
Tlmes Photo by Vance Orchard.
20the
gotcreature,
the scareFreeman
of his life
when
he met two of them.
After he was able to elude
them and get away, Freeman
firmly believes that the two
Bigfoots spared his life. ,
"For some reason, they let me
get outoftherealivelastThursday; Freeman claims.
"Idon'tknowwhatthereason
IIUght be, but I got the message
- fm not going to hunt them
anymore. Thatwasthelasttlme.
They warned me oft1"
Freeman's most recent encounter came last Thursday
momtng near Deduct Spring
where a house-sized "Waldon"
pond is a favorite watering hole
of many forest creatures.
Including BJgfoot.
The pond near Deduct Spring
is about two miles south of the
Kendall Skyline Road just off
the main road to the Skyline
from Mill Creek.
Freeman knew he'd find a
Bigfoot at the pond If he had
enough patience - and Freeman has gobs of that!
You see, this huge man (6-5,
300 pounds) has been the most
persistent and well-organized
hunter of Bigfoot the creatures
have found to date. On a map
about six feet square, Freeman
has recorded every sighting of
every track and other evidence
of the Bigfoots for 10 years he's

foundinthenorthernsectionof
the Umatilla National Forest. For
air miles. the area probably
stretches 14 miles east to west
and 25-30 miles north-south.
On the map are the dates and
times of day for the 10 years of
Bigfoot data.
The map holds a long litany of
such information.
Early in his search for
Bigfoots. Freeman packed a
heavy duty rifle. Then, he quit
packing a rifle about four years
ago largely at the suggestion of a
Bigfoot-hunting partner, Wes
Sumerlin, he says.
"Since I quit taking a rtfle
along, I began seeing Bigfoots,"
Freeman says.
And, since leaving his gun at
home. Freeman has instead
taken to packing along a video
camcorder.
Withit,herecordedaBlgfoot's
picture on April 20. It wasn't
good quality. but you could see
a creature moving.
Last week he recorded two
Bigfoots. one in a menacing
manner, then later. as he chased
them through the trees to film
more of them. they were to prove
even more threatening. to the
point they were to frighten him
more than he has ever been.
In recount.lns! the incident.
Freeman said he had been going
up to the Deduct pond every day
oflas t week. arriving there in his
- - - - - - - - - - - - - little compact car around 6:30
a.m. Hishabitwastodrtvetothe
left of the pond. park his car near
the trees. thenjustsitandwatch
DAILY GAZETIE,
the pond for several hours.
Schenectady, NY - Sept.
maybe a half day. His plan for
August and into September (be19, 1992 CR: D. Wemple
cause ofthe map's data) was to
'Selma' may become
go to the pond every day for that
a Norwegian 'Nessie'
period.
OSLO, Norway - Businesspeople in
But. last Thursday, Freeman
southern Norway are hoping to draw
arrived at the pond around 9
attention from Scotland's Loeb Ness
a.m .. because he had been demonster to a 200-year-old serpent relayed in leaving his home. He
portedly li ving in Seljordsvannet
parked his car. ·never thinking
Lake.
Entrepreneurs from the small town
to look over across the pond," he
of Seljord returned Thursday from Insays.
verness, the Scottish town next to Loch
"They (two Bigfoots) were
Ness, with plans for a hotel, boat safaris and other attractions designed to
probably standing right over
lure monster fans to Seljordsvannet
there watching me - I found
next summer.
grass there matted down when I
The 478-foot-deep lake is said to be
checked around."
the home of Selma, a dark gray serpent first reported seen in the midGetting out of the car, Free18th century.
man unloaded his camcorder
~ 9gbtings have been reported
and got out his coffee jug and
over the years, ancl lbt su.~• tour
or five people said they spotted her at
went over to the far end of the
the same time, said Olaf Slaaen, the
pond.
secretary of the Seljord Trade Association.
"Our Selma is worth just as much
attention" as Scotland's "Nessie "
Slaaen said. "She is a very kinn il~rl
gentle snake."

Rinrrn '

There's a couple of fresh
Bigfoot tracks!
Real fresh!
With water still standing in
them.
Themakerofthetracksmust
have "just pulled out," Freeman
conjectures. "It was probably
there ready to get a drink of
. water when I pulled into the
clearing in my car."
Checktngoutthefreshtracks,
Freemansawwheretheyapparently had taken off in a hurry
around some bushes and up the
hill at that end of the pond. At
the other side of the bushes
tracks resembling those at the
pond's edge were seen coming
down to the pond.
But, Freeman followed tracks
going from the pond, heading
up the hill. It was when he had
proceeded only a short distance
that he heard brush noises as
twigs and limbs broke as a body
was moving through the brush.
"I heard brush popping up
ahead so got the camera ready
and headed up that way," he
recalls.
He filmed one Bigfoot at that
point as it moved away from a
small tree and then "it just disappeared."
But, then, a second Bigfoot,
sJ.Wltly smaller than the first,
came into view ana began moving toward the Bigfoot hunter.
-nus is the one I got casts of
its footprints at the pond," Freeman notes. "I think the larger
one had been lagging behind the
other when it went down to
drink.· he adds.
The Bigfoot moving toward
him got to within 100 feet or so,
heestimates.Itwascloseenough
that he could see what appeared to be a deformity in the
Bigfoot's face.
"TTlesideofitsfacewasbulged
out and deformed on its right
side.
"And. the Bigfoot was snarl~
ing at me!
"I was getting kind of excited
about then, too, believe me!
"But, I kept trying to remember what (KXLY-1V newsman)
John Yeager had told me inAprU
about fi1m1ng movement. I was
doing okay but then it disappeared, veering off to one side. I
followed their tracks and saw
wheretheywentonoverthehill.
·r shouldn't have followed, I
guess. I think something had
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upset them - maybe someone
had in the past shot a gun at
them and they thought my camera was a gun."
Freeman pursued the creaturesfor"abouta quarter mile or
so." beyond the pond.
"Then. I could hear them
nearby. making a lot of noises
and an odd whistling sound with
a loud popping with it and wheezing ... I could hear that real good,
too, and close by.
"I really got scared and upset
then."
Spotting where a big tree had
blown down and its roots creating a hole in the embankment.
Freeman scuttled into the cavity
to hide from the Bigfoots. He felt
strongly at the time that they
were seeking him to possibly kill
him.
"I Jumped down and crawled
into the hole of the tree. The
longer I sat there, the louder the
Bigfoot noises got" as the creatures moved around. making
their odd noises, Freeman says.
This is the point at which this
huge outdoors man suffered his
most frightening experience.
"I got just like a little kid,"
Freeman says. "I was so
doggoned scared- and I was in
a cold sweat!
"Finally, they calmed down
and quit making their strange
noises, so I got out. I crawled on
my belly for a long ways down a
ditch- like channel, then got
away to the pond and my car
and got the heck out of there."
When he arrived home, Freeman alerted some friends and
he showed the video film he had
shot. It is excellent footage and
he has captured on film the creature which has been his goal for
a decade.
But, the hunt is over and no
more will Paul Freeman conduct any more Bigfoot expeditions.
"Oh. I'll go up to the mountains, because I truly love the
Blues." he says. "But I won't be
hunting any Bigfoots any more.
It's over. As a matter of fact. if I
saw one on the road tomorrow.
I wouldn't even film it. I'd leave it
alone.
"I'd maybe just wave at it and
say: 'Good luck, fella!And, Paul Freeman enjoyed a
laugh.

Something he 'wa5 not do1ng
a week ago when he wa-s matching wits with two Bigfoots near
Deduct Spring.
TRACKS AND
MORE
TRACKS!- Maybe it's part of
the Deduct Spring affair and
maybe it's not.
Anyway. when Freeman last
week reported he'd heard that
Bigfoot tracks had been followed
all the way from Timothy Campgrounds to Squaw Camp on the
Kendall Skyline Drive, it was
exciting news. It did, however.
pale a bit in light of the major
news: Freeman's close encounter at Deduct!
Going to Deduct the next day
after his encounter, Freeman
was accompanied by two from
KXLY-1V, Channel 4, Spokane
and four other Bigfoot hunters.
The 1V people were newsman
John Yeager and cameraman
Brad Carlson. Completing the
party were Wes and Swede
Sumerlin and Swede's son.
Frank. and myself.
After we'd checked out the
pond site and poured some casting material in the footprints.
most of us went home. Swede
and Frank, however, drove over
to Squaw Camp to check that
track rumor out.
Later in the day. Freeman
headed back up to Deduct to get
his castings, by now set hard
enough to remove. On the way
he met Swede and Frank and
Frank went back to Deduct with
Freeman to get the track casttngs. Freeman readily admits he
was glad to see the Sumerlins
and have one accompany him to
Deduct. "I really didn't like the
idea of going back there alone."
he says.
Swede and Frank brought
back confirmation of the tracks
seen at Squaw camp.
"TTley are tracks all over the
placeupthere,"Swededeclared.
He and Frank poured some
castings and brought them out
for study.
But, those who conjecture on
these things, figure the host of
tracks from Timothy over to
Squaw (10 road miles!) likely
were made by the same twosome that Paul Freeman met at
Deduct.
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